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Todd: Realistic Assumptions in Economic Models

REALISTIC ASSUMPTIONS
IN ECONOMIC MODELS
Jeff Todd*

I. INTRODUCTION

Expert testimony based upon economic models with sophisticated
statistical techniques like regression analysis are "ubiquitous" in
litigation.' Plaintiffs rely on econometric models to prove discrimination
in employment lawsuits, to show how anticompetitive conduct caused
harm in antitrust litigation, and to measure damages in these and other
complex business lawsuits.2 The economics expert sometimes comprises
the only proof of discrimination, causation, or damages, so the plaintiff
must get that expert testimony to the jury to prevail.' Defendants
therefore frequently challenge admissibility under Federal Rule of
Evidence ("FRE") 702 and the Daubert trilogy.4 Experts must make a
* Assistant Professor of Business Law, Department of Finance & Economics, Texas State
University. Research for this Article was funded by a Research Enhancement Program grant from
Texas State University. The author would like to recognize the participants at the 2018 Huber Hurst
Research Seminar for their contributions to this Article, in particular Stephen Park for leading
discussions that helped with revising the draft and Robert Thomas of the University of Florida
Warrington College of Business for hosting the seminar. The author thanks the editors of the
HofstraLaw Review for taking on the difficult task of an interdisciplinary article.
1. Rebecca Haw Allensworth, Law and the Art of Modeling: Are Models Facts?, 103 GEO.
L.J. 825, 835 (2015); see D.H. Kaye, The Dynamics of Daubert:Methodology, Conclusions,and Fit
in Statisticaland Econometric Studies, 87 VA. L. REV. 1933, 1986 (2001) ("[T]hrough the efforts of
economists and statisticians in a broad spectrum of cases, courts became exposed to-and came to
expect-more sophisticated and potentially more useful statistical models." (citation omitted)).
2. E.g., Frederick C. Dunbar & Arun Sen, CounterfactualKeys to Causation and Damages
in Shareholder Class-Action Lawsuits, 2009 WIS. L. REV. 199, 228 (2009); Joni Hersch & Blair
Druhan Bullock, The Use and Misuse of Econometric Evidence in Employment Discrimination
Cases, 71 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 2365, 2373 (2014); Robert M. Lloyd, ProvingLost Profits after
Daubert: Five Questions Every Court Should Ask Before Admitting Expert Testimony, 41 U. RICH.
L. REV. 379, 379-80 (2007); John E. Lopatka & William H. Page, Economic Authority and the
Limits of Expertise in Antitrust Cases, 90 CORNELL L. REV. 617, 687 (2005).
3. Jeff Todd, An InterdisciplinaryPerspective on Economic Models in Complex Litigation,
46 HOFSTRA L. REV. 971, 976, 979, 986, 993, 996 (2018).
4. Roger D. Blair & Jill Boylston Herndon, The Implications of Daubert for Economic
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number of choices or assumptions in constructing their model, so
opponents most often target those assumptions rather than the
underlying data or mathematical analyses, such as arguing that omitting
certain variables has a non-negligible effect on the analysis, that relying
upon a previous study is erroneous because it does not apply in the
context of the case, or that assuming certain conduct by parties or
similarities between products is not credible. 5 Although twenty years
have passed since the Supreme Court issued the last of the Daubert
trilogy, parties proffering or resisting economics experts still face
considerable uncertainty about the outcomes of Daubert challenges
because courts make inconsistent rulings, often offer incoherent (or no)
rationales for their decisions, and sometimes blur the distinction between
admissibility and sufficiency. 6
Take as an example the choice of variables in econometric models
in race discrimination cases. The Supreme Court long ago approved the
use of these studies to correlate race (or gender or ethnicity or any other
protected category) with adverse employment actions. 7 In one preDaubert case, Bazemore v. Friday,8 the Supreme Court held that a trial
court erred in declining to admit a regression analysis that contained
Evidence in Antitrust Cases, 57 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 801, 802 & n.3 (2000); see FED. R. EVID.
702; Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 141 (1999); Gen. Elec. Co. v. Joiner, 522 U.S.
136, 141-42 (1997); Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 589-90 (1993); see also
James C. Cooper, Information and Settlement: Empirical Evidence on Daubert Rulings and
Settlement Rates, 51 INT'L REV. L. & ECON., Aug. 2017, at 1, 3-4 (surveying over 2000 federal
court admissibility rulings from 2003 to 2014 and finding that defendants brought seventy-one
percent of the motions to exclude and prevailed with at least partial exclusion fifty percent of the
time).
5. Jeff Todd & R. Todd Jewell, Dubious Assumptions, Economic Models, and Expert
Testimony, 42 DEL. J. CORP. L. 279, 287-88 (2018); John W. Hill et al., IncreasingComplexity and
Partisanship in Business Damages Expert Testimony: The Need for a Modified Trial Regime in
Quantification of Damages, 11 U. PA. J. Bus. L. 297, 331 n.253 (2009); see JONATHAN SCHLEFER,
THE ASSUMPTIONS ECONOMISTS MAKE, at xiv (2012) (arguing that "the real disputes arise about
assumptions that underlie a model").
6. E.g., Allensworth, supra note 1, at 863-65; Hill et al., supra note 5, at 311; Lloyd, supra
note 2, at 380-81 & n.2; Todd, supra note 3, at 988-89; see Michael D. Green & Joseph Sanders,
Admissibility Versus Sufficiency: Controlling the Quality of Expert Witness Testimony, 50 WAKE
FOREST L. REV. 1057, 1057 (2015) ("[Clonfusion exists because of the unresolved relationship
between the admissibility of expert testimony on the one hand and the sufficiency of the scientific
evidence to support a plaintiff verdict on the other hand."); Hersch & Bullock, supra note 2, at 2377
("[T]he vague language of Rule 702 and of the Daubertstandard do not provide much guidance for
[the admissibility] decision.").
7. Hersch & Bullock, supra note 2, at 2379 (citing Int'l Brotherhood of Teamsters v. U.S.
431 U.S. 324, 399-400 (1977)); see Keith N. Hylton & Vincent D. Rougeau, Lending
Discrimination:Economic Theory, Econometric Evidence, and the Community Reinvestment Act, 85
GEO. L.J. 237, 238 (1996) ("[R]egression analysis is probably the best empirical tool for uncovering
discrimination.").
8. 478 U.S. 385 (1986).
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some but not all relevant variables to show that race was a factor in
declining to promote employees. 9 The Court wrote that omitted variables
go to probity rather than admissibility, but then in a footnote recognized
that some regression analyses could be so incomplete as to be
inadmissible as irrelevant."° Courts have seized upon both statements to
justify reaching different results in ruling on Daubertmotions in similar
cases relying upon similar expert statistical analyses."1 In Derrickson v.
Circuit City Stores, Inc.,2 the plaintiffs claimed racial discrimination
under Title VII for failure to promote, wrongful termination, and
retaliation, and they proffered an expert who used regression analysis to
show that race led to these adverse acts. 3 The defendant in its Daubert
motion argued that the regression failed to include an important variable,
store location.14 The court relied on Bazemore to deny the motion
because the expert's analysis had accounted for major factors like
"education, experience and job title," so the expert would be allowed to
testify at trial. 5
The plaintiffs in Morgan v. UnitedParcelService ofAmerica, Inc. 16
brought claims nearly identical to those in Derrickson-that UPS
discriminated based upon race in upward mobility, working conditions,
and pay-which they supported through statistical analyses conducted
by experts.' 7 The district court granted summary judgment to UPS and
denied its Daubert challenge as moot. 8 Regarding the pay claim, the
circuit court concluded that the trial court's analysis hinged on the
Daubertissue of methodology even though the trial court did not cite to
Daubert.19 The circuit court nevertheless affirmed summary judgment
under Bazemore because the expert's analyses did not contain
explanatory variables about past pay and performance, so "the flaws are
too many and the probative value too slight for Plaintiffs' regressions to

9. Id.at 400.
10. Id.at 400 & n.10.
11. See Lopatka & Page, supra note 2, at 691-92.
12. 84 F. Supp. 2d 679 (D. Md. 2000).
13. Id. at 683, 688-89.
14. Id. at 689.
15. Id. at 689-90 (citing Bazemore, 478 U.S. at 402).
16. 380 F.3d 459 (8th Cir. 2004).
17. Id.at461-62.
18. Id. at462-63.
19. Id. at 467-68. Nor is the trial court in Morgan alone in conflating Daubert reliability with
sufficiency. See Franklin v. Local 2 of the Sheet Metal Workers Int'l Assoc., 565 F.3d 508, 516 n.1
(8th Cir. 2009) ("As an initial matter, we note it is not clear from the district court's opinion
whether the district court excluded Dr. Gutman's report as unreliable under [Daubert] or whether
the district court merely considered reliability when assessing what weight to give Dr. Gutman's
report.").
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carry the day by a preponderance of the evidence., 20 Because all models
simplify the real world by omitting factors to focus upon certain
variables, some commentators argue that Morgan's experts should have
been admitted because the omitted variables did not render the analysis
fatally flawed.2 1
Courts also make inconsistent rulings when an expert attempts to
apply prior models that are sound in one context to a different context
presented by the case. Relying upon prior studies is not necessarily
problematic because economists construct new models by building upon
existing models, including applying models that are valid in one setting
to a new situation. 2222 For example, antitrust claimants have long
measured damages through the before-and-after and yardstick methods,
but the advent of new analytical techniques made possible by more
23
powerful computers allowed them to pursue new empirical tools.
Consider Conwood Co. v. United States Tobacco Co. ,24 where Plaintiff
alleged that Defendant's anticompetitive acts caused more harm in states
25
where the plaintiff did not already have a presence or "foothold.,
Plaintiffs expert relied upon both the traditional yardstick and beforeand-after analyses as well as a "novel" theory based upon regression
analysis where he assumed that, because plaintiff had a 6.5-to-8.1
percent increase in market share in states where it already had a
foothold, it would have had the same increase in states where it did not.26
20. 380 F.3d at 468-72. Court concerns with omitted variables are not limited to employment
discrimination but arise in other types of cases, such as antitrust. See In re Live Concert Antitrust
Litig., 863 F. Supp. 2d 966, 978-79 (C.D. Cal. 2012) (faulting the expert's model for omitting two
variables).
21. See Hersch & Bullock, supra note 2, at 2411-12; Mark Klock, Contrasting the Art of
Economic Science with Pseudo-Economic Nonsense: The Distinction Between Reasonable
Assumptions and Ridiculous Assumptions, 37 PEPP. L. REV. 153, 196 (2010) (writing that
economists make "an aesthetically pleasing trade-off between reality and abstraction" and that the
"goal is to abstract the salient features of reality without becoming mired in minutiae").
22. Allan Gibbard & Hal R. Varian, Economic Models, 75 J. PHIL. 664, 665-66 (1978); Itzhak
Gilboa et al., Economic Models as Analogies, 124 ECON. J. F513, F515-18 (2014); see Kevin A.
Kordana & Terrance O'Reilly, Daubert and Litigation-DrivenEconometrics, 87 VA. L. REV. 2019,
2022 (2001) ("Judges, however, may find it difficult to reliably draw the line between a suitable
adaptation of an accepted social science model and an entirely new one.").
23. See Jonathan B. Baker & Timothy F. Bresnahan, Economic Evidence in Antitrust:
Defining Markets and Measuring Market Power, in HANDBOOK OF ANTITRUST ECONOMICS 1, 2
(Paolo Buccirossi ed., 2008); Michele Molyneaux, Comment, Quality Control of Economic Expert
Testimony: The Fundamental Methods of Proving Antitrust Damages, 35 ARIZ. ST. L. J. 1049
passim (2003) (listing common methods for proving damages in antitrust cases, including beforeand-after and yardstick).
24. 290 F.3d 768 (6th Cir. 2002).
25. Id. at 774-80.
26. Id. at 793; see D.H. Kaye, Adversarial Econometrics in United States Tobacco Co. v.
Conwood Co., 43 JURIMETRICS 343, 344 (2003) (calling the expert's technique "a novel theory
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The trial court admitted the testimony and plaintiffs proved $345 million
in damages, an amount that was then tripled to over $1 billion. 7 One
commentator criticizes the court's acceptance of this theory and the
28
questionable assumptions that support it.

Not all courts are as open to trying out new models in antitrust
cases. In Concord Boat Corp. v. Brunswick Corp.,29 Concord alleged
that Brunswick's actions in acquiring smaller companies and offering
discounts violated antitrust law in the stem drive engine market.3 °
Concord's expert used a Cournot model to conclude that Brunswick
should have had a fifty percent market share so that its actual market
share of seventy-eight percent was unlawful 31 Although the trial court
admitted the expert testimony over Brunswick's Daubert challenge, the
Eighth Circuit reversed and rendered.32 The appellate court criticized the
expert's reliance upon and application of the Cournot model.33 While
that court's factual analysis highlighted how the expert's market share
assumptions conflicted with uncontroverted testimony, its legal analysis
of the Daubert trilogy blurred the distinction between admissibility and
sufficiency, thus leaving unclear whether the trial court's error was one
of procedure in failing to grant summary judgment or one of evidence in
admitting the expert in the first place.34 At least the Eighth Circuit could
point to evidence controverting one of the expert's crucial assumptions.
Many courts are skeptical when experts assume elasticity by comparing
one type of product, business, or market with the slightly different
product, business, or market in the case--even if no evidence
controverts that assumption.3 5
implemented in the form of a standard statistical technique known as 'regression"').
27. Conwood Co., 290 F.3d at 772-73.
28. Kaye, supra note 26, at 348-50.
29. 207 F.3d 1039 (8th Cir. 2000).
30. Id. at 1044-46.
31. Id. at 1046-47.
32. Id. at 1046-47, 1063.
33. Id. at 1055-57.
34. Andrew I. Gavil, Defining Reliable Forensic Economics in the Post-Daubert/Kumho Tire
Era: Case Studiesfrom Antitrust, 57 WASH. & LEE L. REv. 831, 851 (2000).

35. Todd & Jewell, supra note 5, at 298-99; see Baker & Bresnahan, supra note 23, at 1
("[G]eneralizations across closely related industries ... can be exploited to help evaluate evidence
and resolve cases."); Jeff Todd & R Todd Jewell, A 2016 Copa America Bump for Major League
Soccer? Strengthening the Case for Legal Action Arisingfrom the Corrupted2022 World Cup Bid,
9 WM. & MARY Bus. L. REv. 619, 644 (2018) (arguing that courts should not automatically reject
expert reliance on models that relate to different products and markets) [hereinafter Todd & Jewell,
Copa]; see also SCHLEFER, supra note 5, at 277 ("It is too much to ask that realistic assumptions be
corroborated by every shred of evidence."). But see Jonathan B. Baker, Contemporary Empirical
Merger Analysis, 5 GEO. MASON L. REv. 347, 356-57 (1997) (arguing that assumptions about
substitutability among products in a merger analysis "should be supported by non-statistical
evidence, as from marketing documents").
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Inconsistent Daubert rulings are not limited to complex analyses
because courts sometimes differ when the opponent challenges a single
assumption as unrealistic.3 6 For example, in calculating damages, the
expert must necessarily assume a counterfactual world: what would
plaintiff s profits have been in the past, or what could they have been in
the future, but for the defendant's wrongful acts? 37 Consider the
38
damages expert in Polymer Dynamics, Inc. v. Bayer Corp., who
assumed that the plaintiff's business would have expanded but for the
defective machinery it had purchased from defendant. 39 The trial judge
found the assumption reasonable and admitted the expert testimony,
ruling that the "likelihood and extent" of business expansion were jury
issues.4" The damages expert in Nebraska Plastics, Inc. v. Holland
Colors Americas, Inc. 4 1 similarly assumed that, because all of the siding
panels manufactured by defendant would fade, they would all be subject
to warranty claims. 42 The trial judge found the assumption invalid and
declined to admit the expert testimony into evidence.4 3 These rulings
seem inconsistent because the reasoning from Polymer Dynamics applies
to the facts in Nebraska Plastics: a jury could just as easily assess the
"likelihood and extent" of consumers filing warranty claims as it could
of a business expanding.' Inconsistency turns to confusion when
opponents challenge several assumptions as questionable-even though
none of them individually is fatal-because courts sometimes reject
these models as dubious. 45 Nor is there a clear line between when a court
should refuse admissibility under FRE 702 and when it should admit
expert testimony but then find it insufficient.4 6

36. Todd & Jewell, supranote 5, at 302 (citing, inter alia, In re REMEC Inc. Securities Litig.,
702 F. Supp. 2d 1202, 1273-74 (S.D. Cal. 2010); Am. Booksellers Ass'n v. Barnes & Noble, Inc.,
135 F. Supp. 2d 1031, 1042 (S.D. Cal. 2001)).
37. Mark E. Allen, Robert E. Hall & Victoria A. Lazear, Reference Guide on Estimation of
Economic Damages, in FED. JUDICIAL CTR., REFERENCE MANUAL ON SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE 425,
430 (3d ed. 2011); DAN B. DOBBS, LAW OF REMEDIES: DAMAGES-EQUITY-RESTITUTION 216,
220, 224-29 (2d ed. 1993).

38. 2005 WL 1041197 (E.D. Pa. May 4, 2005).
39. Id. at *2.
40. Id. at *2.
41. 408 F.3d 410 (8th Cir. 2005).
42. Id. at 416, 416 n.2.
43. Id. at 415-16.
44. Todd, supra note 3, at 992. But see Lloyd, supra note 2, at 399-400, 404-05 (arguing that
courts should reject assumptions that lack support in the record like a trend of increasing sales or
profits would continue, a terminable contract would not be terminated, and competitors would not
enter the market).
45. Lloyd, supra note 2, at 402-03, 409-10.
46. Blair & Hemdon, supra note 4, at 814-16.
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Comments to FRE 702, along with caselaw, guide courts to
consider the standards of the relevant field in ruling on admissibility.47
In a prior article, I turned to the methodological scholarship from
economists to support those commentators who argue that economics
expert testimony is no more than routine fact-finding and that more
economics expert testimony should go to the jury to be evaluated

holistically as but one part of a larger evidentiary story.48 Methodologists
treat economic models as analogies and economists as storytellers, so the
credibility of the model world to provide insight about the real world
must be evaluated within its rhetorical context-i.e., according to its
purpose and intended audience. 49 Because the jury evaluates the

credibility of the model and the expert's narrative about it, judges should
admit questionable testimony so long as the expert has an
uncontroverted story to support the model.5"
This interdisciplinary scholarship about what models are and how
they are used does not go far enough in cases like those summarized
above, however, because the opponents challenged whether the model or
its underlying assumptions were realistic: whether the omitted variables

ignored important factors, or the underlying study was similar enough to
the situation in the case, or customers or businesses would behave a

certain way in a counterfactual past or an uncertain future. The realism
of assumptions-or more precisely, the unimportance of realistic
47. FED. R. Ev[D. 702 Committee Notes on Rules-2000 Amendment (quoting AM. COLL. OF
TRIAL LAWYERS, STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING THE ADMISSIBILITY OF
EXPERT TESTIMONY AFTER DAUBERT, at 9 (1994)) ("[W]hether the testimony concerns economic
principles, accounting standards, property valuation or other nonscientific subjects, it should be
evaluated by reference to the 'knowledge and experience' of that particular field."); see Daubert v.
Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 592-94 (recognizing that the factors are flexible); Kumho
Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 138 (recognizing that application of the Daubert factors
depends in part upon "the expert's particular expertise" and "the subject of his testimony").
48. Todd, supra note 3, at 1024-25; see, e.g., Anthony J. Casey & Julia Simon-Kerr, A Simple
Theory of Complex Valuation, 113 MICH. L. REV. 1175, 1181-82 (2015); Jennifer L. Mnookin,
Atomism, Holism, and the Judicial Assessment of Evidence, 60 UCLA L. REV. 1524, 1574-77
(2013).
49. E.g., Uskali MW1i, Contested Modeling: The Case of Economics, in MODELS,
SIMULATIONS, AND THE REDUCTION OF COMPLEXITY 87, 92 (Ulrich Gahde, Stephen Hartmann, &
Join Henning Wolf eds., 2013); DEIRDRE N. McCLOSKEY, THE RHETORIC OF ECONOMICS 48-51
(2d ed. 1998); Mary S. Morgan & Tarja Knuuttila, Models and Modelling in Economics, in
PHILOSOPHY OF ECONOMICS 49, 62-63, 68-69 (Uskali Maki ed. 2012); Mary S. Morgan, Models,
Stories and the Economic World, 8 J. ECON. METHODOLOGY 361, 366-69 (2001); Robert Sugden,
Credible Worlds: The Status of Theoretical Models in Economics, 7 J. ECON. METHODOLOGY 1
(2000), reprinted in THE PHILOSOPHY OF ECONOMICS: AN ANTHOLOGY 476 (Daniel M. Hausman
ed., 3d ed. 2008) (ebook).
50. Todd, supra note 3, at 979-80, 1001-02; see Baker & Bresnahan, supra note 23, at 5
(calling explanation of why an interpretation is reasonable and description of the nature of the
experiment "an important part of empirical economic analysis").
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assumptions in theories and models-has been debated among
economics methodologists since Milton Friedman's 1953 essay, "The
Methodology of Positive Economics."5 1 Commentators in the 1990s and
2000s "reorient[ed]" the debate by arguing that the importance of an
assumption's realism depended upon the way in which it was realistic or
unrealistic, the role of the assumption, and the context within which it is
used.5 2 They defined and categorized different meanings for "realistic"
54
and "unrealistic '5 3 and different types of and roles for assumptions.
More recent articles argue that greater realism is important-if not
essential-for assumptions in applied as opposed to purely theoretical
models.5 5 A survey of this literature might support sending more expert
testimony to the jury to evaluate whether the assumptions are realistic, or
it might reveal that the judge as gatekeeper should reject questionable
assumptions as unreliable, or it might clarify distinctions in the types of
assumptions and the ways they can be realistic that makes seemingly
inconsistent Daubertrulings consistent.
We can only speculate about what the assumptions literature shows
because no legal commentator has yet to survey it,56 with litigationfocused articles paying little more than passing attention to the
51.

Milton Friedman, The Methodology of Positive Economics, in ESSAYS IN POSITIVE

ECONOMICS 3, 4-5 (1953); see Uskali Maki, Reading the Methodological Essay in TwentiethCentury Economics: Map of Multiple Perspectives, in THE METHODOLOGY OF POSITIVE
ECONOMICS: REFLECTIONS ON THE MILTON FRIEDMAN LEGACY 47, 47 (Uskali Maki ed., 2009)
(calling Friedman's essay "the most cited, the most influential, and the most controversialpiece of
methodological writing in twentieth-century economics") (emphasis in original).
52. Uskali Maki, Reorienting the Assumptions Issue, in NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN ECONOMIC
METHODOLOGY 236, 236, 238-39 (Roger Backhouse ed., 1994).
53. E.g., Uskali Maki, Aspects of Realism about Economics, 13 THEORIA 301, 303-05 (1998)
[hereinafter Maki, Aspects].
54. E.g., Frank A. Hindriks, TractabilityAssumptions and the Musgrave-Mdki Typology, 13 J.
ECON. METHODOLOGY 401, 402-04 (2006); Uskali Maki, Kinds of Assumptions and Their Truth:
Shaking an Untwisted F-Twist, 53 KYKLOS 317, 320, 323, 325, 328 (2000) [hereinafter Maki,
Assumptions]; Alan Musgrave, "UnrealAssumptions" in Economic Theory: The F-Twist Untwisted,
34 KYKLos 377, 380-81 (1981).
55. E.g., Yew-Kwang Ng, Are Unrealistic Assumptions/Simplifications Acceptable? Some
Methodological Issues in Economics, 21 PAC. ECON. REV. 180, 180-81 (2016); Paul Pfleiderer,
Camaleones: El Mal Uso de Modelos Teoricos en Finanzasy Economia [Chameleon: The Misuse
of Theoretical Models in Finance and Economics], 16 REVISTA DE ECONOMIA INSTITUCIONAL 23,

23 (2014).
56. The closest is Lawsky's article on tax models that draws upon several contributors to the
debate like Friedman and and Maiki. Sarah B. Lawsky, How Tax Models Work, 53 B.C. L. REV.
1657, 1673-74 (2012) (citing Friedman, supra note 51, at 14, 31, 41); id. at 1691 (citing Uskali

Maki, MISSing the World. Models as Isolations and Credible Surrogate Systems, 70 ERKENNTNIS
29, 33 (2009)). Though detailed, she writes about how legal scholars can use tax models and does
not focus on assumptions specifically. Id. at 1659; see also Klock, supra note 21, at 164, 194, 197
(citing Friedman in article about assumptions but not applying that discussion to any specific legal
problems).
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assumptions debate. 7 In light of the practical need to make theoretically
sound admissibility and sufficiency rulings, this Article surveys
methodological scholarship to identify different types of assumptions
and the ways in which realisticness does or does not affect the reliability
of an expert's economic model. Part II describes the role of the jury in
assessing evidence, summarizes the evidence law on admissibility and
sufficiency of expert testimony, discusses problems with applying that
law to model-based economics expert testimony, and argues that
scholarship from economics methodologists supports a stronger role for
the jury than the judge in evaluating this testimony.58 Part III surveys the
methodological literature on assumptions starting with the
"reorientation" in the 1990s when scholars established typologies of
realisticness and assumptions, particularly for applied as opposed to
theoretical models.5 9 These scholars take explicitly eclectic positions that
draw heavily from earlier writers like Friedman and the commentators
who responded to his essay, so the survey makes reference to those
earlier works where appropriate. Part IV synthesizes common points
from the survey: assumptions unrealistic in one way might be realistic in
another;6 ° all models contain first-order assumptions that are unrealistic,
but the modeler must offer realistic second-order assumptions that
explain the purpose of the first-order assumption, whether negligibility,
applicability, or tractability; and the context of applying models
more caution in
questions requires
to answer practical
61
evaluating realisticness.
62
Part V explains how to apply that synthesis to Daubert challenges.
The presence of unrealistic assumptions does not allow for a simplistic
approach that would lead to automatic admission or rejection. Instead,
depending on the context of the model, an assumption unrealistic in one
sense, like lacking evidentiary support, may be realistic in another sense
such as plausibility that supports the model's reliability. Accordingly,
judges should require experts to clarify the second-order purpose of a

57.

Allensworth, supra note 1, at 842-43 (citing Friedman, supra note 51, at 21-22); Malcolm

B. Coate & Jeffrey H. Fischer, Daubert, Science, and Modern Game Theory: Implicationsfor

Merger Analysis, 20 SUP. CT. ECON. REv. 125, 127-28 (2012) (citing Friedman, supra note 51);
Todd, supra note 3, 1003-04, 1008-12 (citing Friedman, Maki, and other methodologists who
address assumptions as part of broader survey of what models are and how economists use them);
Todd & Jewell, Copa, supra note 35, at 649-50 (devoting a single paragraph to how economics
methodologists conceive of assumptions).
58. See infra Part II.
59. See infra Part fl.
60. See infra Part IV.

61. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 406-09.
62. See infra Part V.
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challenged first-order assumption so that its realisticness can be assessed
in light of that purpose-whether because a factor is negligible, the
model applies only to a specified domain or the modeler lacks evidence
so idealizes or omits a factor for tractability. Judges can decline to admit
models where the expert does not specify this purpose or where the
assumption is disconfirmed by the evidence and cannot be revised to fit
the evidence. Where the modeler assumes idealizations and omissions
for the purpose of empirical tractability, however, then their plausibility
is a question of weight for the jury. Likewise, when common sense and
everyday experience allow for an assessment of the plausibility of prior
models, the court should admit it for the jury to evaluate. When common
sense and everyday experiences do not allow for such an assessment,
such as when the expert's model depends upon a complex theoretical
model, then the judge should consider looking outside FRE 702 and
evaluate the reasonableness of the assumptions as part of a ruling on
sufficiency. The Article concludes in Part VI.63
II. ADMITTING ECONOMICS EXPERT TESTIMONY INTO EVIDENCE

A. The Jury'sNeedfor Expert Testimony Based on Economic Models
In deciding questions like whether an injury occurred and what the
damages are, the jury acts as fact-finder, with power to determine how
much weight to give to evidence entered at trial.6 4 Each party has its own
theory of the case, including a narrative rhetoric that appeals to the judge
or jury as decision-maker." The Supreme Court has recognized that "as
[the] pieces [of evidence] come together a narrative gains momentum,
with power not only to support conclusions but to sustain the willingness
of jurors to draw the inferences, whatever they may be, necessary to
reach an honest verdict."66 The jury also constructs its own story, a
chronological narrative summary, from materials in the case.67 The
63. See infra PartVI.
64. David L. Faigman, Christopher Slobogin & John Monahan, Gatekeeping Science: Using
the Structure of Scientific Research to Distinguish Between Admissibility and Weight in Expert
Testimony, 110 Nw. U. L. REV. 859, 861, 884 (2016); Mnookin, supra note 48, at 1540; Ellen E.
Sward, The Seventh Amendment and the Alchemy of Fact and Law, 33 SETON HALL L. REV. 573,
589, 591-920 (2003). The circuit courts also have pattern jury charges explaining the jury's role in
evaluating witness credibility. See, e.g., COMMITTEE ON PATTERN JURY INSTRUCTIONS DISTRICT
COURT JUDGES ASSOCIATION FIFTH CIRCUIT, Instruction 3.4: Witnesses, in FIFTH CIRCUIT
PATTERN JURY INSTRUCTION (CIVIL CASES) 32 (2014) ("You alone are to determine the questions
of credibility or truthfulness of the witnesses.").
65. ROBERT BURNS, THE THEORY OF ATRIAL 37 (1999).
66. Old Chiefv. United States, 519 U.S. 172, 187 (1997).
67. Reid Hastie, The Role of "Stories" in Civil Jury Judgments, 32 U. MICH. J.L. REFORM
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record evidence thus contains the "story fragments" that jurors use to
construct their narrative, a narrative that guides them toward reaching
their verdict in a civil trial.6 8 Accordingly, "long before they embark on
their deliberations, jurors are attempting to organize the evidence into a
narrative account and to test the coherence and consistency of each
side's story." 69
To construct a coherent narrative, jurors look outside the trial to
assess the evidence: "they utilize their past experience to filter and
understand the various pieces of evidence as the evidence is
presented."7 Jurors have a "distinctive approach of common sense
justice"7 1 that offers several benefits. For example, the diversity of the
multi-member jury compared to the sole judge leads to better
consideration of social norms, such as calculating the monetary value of
pain and suffering.7 2 This diversity also allows for better fact-finding
because the jurors share knowledge-including the potential for one
juror to correct the errors of another juror-and test the various narrative
accounts during deliberations.7 3 Other common-sense inferences include
credibility issues like demeanor and context.74 Accordingly, jurors'
outside experiences underpin rather than cut against the constitutional
guarantee for a jury in civil trials.7 5
Sometimes lay witness testimony and the documents in evidence
have gaps that limit the jurors' ability to construct a coherent narrative,
thus diminishing the plausibility of the party's story.7 6 Other times jurors
understand individual facts but lack a "story line that makes sense of the
227, 234 (1999); see Valerie P. Hans & Neil Vidmar, The Verdict on Juries,91 JUDICATURE 226,
227 (2008) (writing that civil jurors "evaluate the testimony and form narrative accounts from the
conflicting adversary presentation of evidence").
68. Hastie, supra note 67, at 229; see Lenora Ledwon, The Poetics of Evidence: Some
Applicationsfrom Law & Literature,21 QumwPuc L. REV. 1145, 1150 (2003) (calling the domain
of the Federal Rules of Evidence a "domain of story fragments").
69. Hans & Vidmar, supra note 67, at 229; see Mnookin, supra note 48, at 1541 ("[T]he jury
looks for coherence across items of evidence in order to build a plausible, interconnected story.").
70. Neil Vidmar & Shari Seidman Diamond, Juries andExpert Evidence, 66 BROOK. L. REV.
1121, 1137-38 (2001); see Mnookin, supranote 48, at 1540; Hastie, supra note 67, at 238 (reporting
that mock jurors in two studies "often 'imported' personal beliefs and criteria to justify their
judgments").
71. Hans & Vidmar, supra note 67, at 227; see Allensworth, supra note 1, at 848-49
(recognizing that one value of a jury is addressing issues that require a common-sense inference).
72. Allensworth, supranote 1, at 848-49; Hans & Vidmar, supra note 67, at 227.
73. Hans & Vidmar, supranote 67, at 227.
74. Faigman, Slobogin & Monahan, supranote 64, at 896-99.
75. Id.(citing U.S. CONST. amend. VII (guaranteeing a jury for civil trials where the amount
in controversy is over twenty dollars)); see Sward, supra note 64, at 583 (writing that the Seventh
Amendment protects the jury's fact-finding authority from review by the courts).
76. Richard Lempert, Experts, Stories, and Information, 87 Nw. U. L. REv. 1169, 1175-76
(1993).
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evidence. 77 Experts with specialized knowledge of the material can fill
that gap or provide that story line by interpreting the meaning of the
evidence for jurors. 78 Experts therefore provide another narrative thread
that the jury integrates with documentary, physical, and lay witness
testimony to weave a coherent story.79
In many civil cases, an economics expert, frequently an
econometrician, fulfills this narrative role.8 ° Complex cases include
voluminous data like party and non-party witness testimony, personnel8 1
records, and financial documents such as tax records and market data.
Time complicates the calculation because these records often go back
years and sometimes decades.8 2 Time also matters for the calculation of
damages because the expert must measure not only past losses but also
future lost profits or diminished business value, with those future losses
discounted to present value. 83 The expert must consider other variables
like differences between parties, products, and markets as well as
changes in markets or the relevant law, any of which could negate the
defendant's wrongful act as the cause of harm or affect the plaintiff's
measure of damages. 84 To prove causation and measure damages, the
plaintiff must therefore account for multiple variables related to vast
85
amounts of data and show a trend over time.
77. Id. at 1176-77.
78. Vidmar & Diamond, supra note 70, at 1132.
79. Mnookin, supra note 48, at 1577 ("[T]here is no reason why storytelling about scientific
and expert evidence ought not to be able to be woven together out of multiple threads, just like other
kinds of stories within the trial process."); Vidmar & Diamond, supra note 70, at 1138 (claiming
that jurors integrate the various parts of trial evidence, including expert witness testimony, into
stories).
80. Hill et al., supra note 5, at 333-34; Todd, supra note 3, at 980.
81. E.g., Todd & Jewell, supra note 5, at 286; see DOBBS, supra note 37, at 235 (writing that
the "most persuasive evidence" to prove remedies often involves "detailed business statistics or
marketing and production information, coupled with expert testimony."); Lempert, supra note 76, at
1177 ("The jury has an array of facts before it, but without expert testimony the jurors will be
unaware of one story line that makes sense of the evidence.").
82. Casey & Simon-Kerr, supra note 48, at 1179.
83. See DOBBS, supra note 37, at 208; Roger D. Blair & Amanda Kay Esquibel, Yardstick
Damages in Lost Profit Cases:An EconometricApproach, 72 DENV. U. L. REv. 113, 115 (1994).
84. Allen, Hall & Lazear, supra note 37, at 432 (writing that the but-for scenario measures
only those damages "caused by the harmful act" so must "exclude any change in the plaintiff's
value arising from other sources"); Roger D. Blair & William H. Page, "Speculative" Antitrust
Damages, 70 WASH. L. REV. 423, 435 (1995) ("Ideally, the only causal factor accounting for the
difference between plaintiff's actual experience in the damage period and its but-for experience
should be the defendant's illegal conduct."); Lopatka & Page, supra note 2, at 687 (writing that the
economic model should isolate the offense "as the single causal factor" so "must account for other
major causal factors").
85. Todd & Jewell, supra note 5, at 112-13; see Daniel M. Tracer, Note, Overcharge but
Don't Overestimate: Calculating Damages for Antitrust Injuries in Two-Sided Markets, 33
CARDOZO L. REv. 807, 821 (2011) (writing that "calculating lost profits proves to be an incredibly
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Econometrics is the application of statistics to analyze economic
Econometricians analyze data by constructing models that
employ statistical methods like regression analysis.87 Regression
analysis explains a dependent variable, which is the "outcome of
interest," through one or more independent variables that might produce
changes in the dependent variable.88 The modeler aims to show a
correlation: that the dependent variable is associated with the
independent variables in a way that is more than chance.8 9 From this
correlation, the expert can infer that the independent variables cause
changes in the dependent variable.9" Regression analysis also accounts
for the "nontrivial, residual element of unexplained effects on the
variable of interest," which is the "noise" from observations taken from
an economic system rather than a controlled experiment.9' Regression
analysis is thus "well-suited to the analysis of data about competing
theories for which there are several possible explanations for the
relationships among a number of explanatory variables."9
Regression analysis is therefore a popular statistical technique in
complex litigation because it provides experts with the means to tell a
story that makes sense of data and for jurors to bridge gaps in other
evidence.93 Employment cases include data about the entire workforce as
well as testimony about employer practices, often for a class of plaintiffs
data.86

complex calculation that requires many assumptions to be made about the plaintiff, the defendant,
the markets in which they operate, and other related and uncertain future conditions").
86. Alan 0. Sykes, An Introduction to Regression Analysis, in CHICAGO LECTURES IN LAW
AND ECONOMICs 1, 1 (Eric A. Posner, ed., 2000); Blair & Esquibel, supra note 83, at 120; Molly L.
Zohn, Note, How Antitrust Damages Measure Up with Respect to the Daubert Factors, 13 GEO.
MASON L. REv. 697, 707 (2005).
87. Todd & Jewell, supra note 5, at 287; see Allensworth, supra note 1, at 828 (calling
models "mathematic abstractions used to predict or describe natural or market processes").
88. Allensworth, supra note 1, at 836; see Daniel L. Rubinfeld, Reference Guide on Multiple
Regression, in FED. JUDICIAL CTR., REFERENCE MANUAL ON SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE 303, 305 (3d
ed. 2011); Sykes, supra note 86, at 1.
89. Rubinfeld, supra note 88, at 309; see David H. Kaye & David A. Freedman, Reference
Guide on Statistics, in FED. JUDICIAL CTR., REFERENCE MANUAL ON SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE 211,
294 (3d ed. 2011) ("A regression model attempts to combine the values of certain variables (the
independent or explanatory variables) in order to get expected values for another variable (the
dependent variable).").
90. Rubinfeld, supra note 88, at 310; Sykes, supra note 86, at 1.
91. Franklin M. Fisher, Multiple Regression in Legal Proceedings, 80 COLUM. L. REv. 702,
705-06 (1980) ("Multiple regression is in fact capable of dealing with an arbitrarily large number of
explanatory variables.").
92. Rubinfeld, supra note 88, at 305.
93. Allen, Hall & Lazear, supra note 37, at 431 ("Many damages studies use statistical
regression analysis."); Lopatka & Page, supra note 2, at 687-88 (writing that "an expert typically
must.., project the but-for world using an appropriate theoretical model ... and appropriate
statistical methods, usually multiple regression analysis").
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from large companies like Wal-Mart and UPS.9 4 The econometrician
performs a regression analysis on this data to correlate race rather than
education or experience with lower pay or a failure to promote, 95 and the
jury might thus construct a story of racial discrimination in employment.
Antitrust cases sometimes have only circumstantial evidence of
collusion like sales and revenues for the plaintiff and the defendants as
well as tactics employed by the defendants that allegedly prevented
plaintiff from operating within a given market.9 6 Standing alone, this
evidence may not be enough to prove collusion rather than lawful
business practices, but an economics expert can perform a regression97
analysis to generate "plus factors" that allow the jury to infer collusion.
Measuring damages in business litigation requires sifting through years
of company records and other financial data showing revenues and
taxes. 98 Regression analysis shows a trend over time for all of this data,
so the expert provides the final narrative thread that allows the jury to
complete its story with precise amounts for what business value and
profits would have been in the past or could have been in the future but
for the defendant's wrongful conduct.9 9
B. The Law of Admissibility and Sufficiency of Expert Testimony
Before the jury can construct a story that includes the economics
expert as a narrative thread, the judge as a threshold matter determines
whether to admit that testimony."°° Admissibility is a question of law.101
In federal courts, Federal Rule of Evidence 402 allows the admission of
10 2
relevant evidence but forbids admission of irrelevant evidence.
Evidence is relevant if "it has any tendency to make a fact more or less
94. See William T. Bielby & Pamela Coukos, "StatisticalDueling" with Unconventional
Weapons: What Courts Should Know About Experts in Employment DiscriminationClass Actions,
56 EMORY L.J. 1563, 1564, 1571-72 (2007) (discussing the role of "anecdotal evidence" as part of
proving a discriminatory pattern in the defendant company's standard operating procedures toward
members of the workforce).
95. Hersch & Bullock, supranote 2, at 2369, 2373.
96. Blair & Hemdon, supra note 4, at 820-21.
97. Id.at 821-22.
98. Todd & Jewell, supra note 5, at 285-86.
99. Hill et al., supranote 5, at 333-34; Todd & Jewell, supra note 5, at 286-89.
100. Bruce Ching, Narrative Implications of Evidentiary Rules, 29 QuINNIPIAC L. REV. 971,
972 (2011) ("But during the trial, the evidence must be presented in a way that is admissible before
the jurors can begin to piece together a story."); Lopatka & Page, supra note 2, at 624 (stating that
"courts channel the construction and representation of a party's case theory by controlling the
domain of the jury through a series of decisions" like motions on admissibility and sufficiency of
evidence).
101. FED. R. EviD. 104(a) ("The court must decide any preliminary question about
whether.., evidence is admissible. In so deciding, the court is not bound by evidence rules ....
102. FED. R. EviD. 402.
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probable than it would be without the evidence" and "the fact is of
consequence in determining the action."'' 3 Courts can rule even relevant
evidence inadmissible under FRE 403 "if its probative value is
substantially outweighed by a danger of one or more of the following:
delay,
unfair prejudice, confusing the issues, misleading the jury, undue
4
wasting time, or needlessly presenting cumulative evidence."''0
For jurors, "[a]n intelligent evaluation of facts is often difficult or
impossible without the application of some scientific, technical, or other
specialized knowledge," and expert witnesses are "the most common
source of this knowledge."'0 5 FRE 702 therefore permits the use of
expert opinion testimony in federal trials. 10 6 An expert can base his or
her opinion on facts and data not admitted into evidence if "experts in
on those kinds of facts or data
the particular field would reasonably rely
10 7
in forming an opinion on the subject."'
The Daubert trilogy as well as one pre-Daubert case govern the
admissibility of expert testimony based upon economic models. Daubert
v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals,Inc. 108 established a trial judge's role
as gatekeeper in ensuring "that an expert's testimony both rests on a
reliable foundation and is relevant to the task at hand. Pertinent evidence
based on scientifically valid principles will satisfy those demands."'0 9
Expert testimony is reliable if it is grounded in the "methods and
procedures" of the scientific method." 0 Relevance is a question of "fit":
"Rule 702's 'helpfulness' standard requires a valid scientific connection
to the pertinent inquiry as a precondition to admissibility.""' The expert
must support the testimony with "appropriate validation" by having
"'good grounds,' based on what is known."' "1 2 The Court furnished a
"flexible" and non-exhaustive list of factors that a trial judge can4
consider,' 1 3 though the later case Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael"
103. FED. R. EviD. 401(a)-(b).
104. FED. R. EviD. 403.
105. FED. R. EVID. 702 Notes of Advisory Committee on Proposed Rules (1972).
106. See FED. R. EviD. 702.
107. FED. R. EVID. 703.
108. 509 U.S. 579 (1993).
109. Id. at 597; see Andrew Jurs, Gatekeeper with a Gavel: A Survey Evaluating Judicial
Management of Challenges to Expert Reliability and Their Relationship to Summary Judgment, 83
MIss. L.J. 325, 326 (2014) (discussing the gatekeeping authority granted by Daubert as giving
judges considerable discretion to screen expert evidence).
110. Daubert, 509 U.S. at 589-90.
11. Id. at591-92.
112. Id.at590.
113. Id. at 592-95 (listing, first, whether the theory or technique "can be (and has been) tested";
second, whether the theory or technique has been subjected to peer review; third, the error rate and
other professional standards associated with the theory or technique; fourth, the "[w]idespread
acceptance" of the theory or technique (with the caveat that general acceptance does not control
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reinforced the judge's "broad latitude" in making admissibility decisions
by holding that a trial court need only consider one or more of the
Daubert factors to the extent "doing so will help determine that
testimony's reliability.""'15
In GeneralElectric Co. v. Joiner,'16 the Court rejected the assertion
that Daubert limits the gatekeeping role only to the expert's
methodology. 117 Chief Justice Rehnquist wrote that
conclusions and methodology are not entirely distinct from one
another. Trained experts commonly extrapolate from existing data. But
nothing in either Daubert or the Federal Rules of Evidence requires a
district court to admit opinion evidence that is connected to existing
data only by the ipse dixit of the expert. A court may conclude that
there is simply too great an analytical gap between the data and the
opinion proffered.'1 18
The Court therefore held that the trial court did not abuse its
discretion in excluding the expert testimony on the grounds that studies
upon which they relied were insufficient to support their conclusions.1 1 9
The Court in Kumho Tire reiterated that reliability did not relate to the
reasonableness of the expert's method.12 ° "Rather, it was the
reasonableness of using such an approach, along with [the expert's]
particular method of analyzing the data thereby obtained, to draw a
conclusion regarding the particularmatter to which the expert testimony
was directly relevant."12' 1 In both Joiner and Kumho Tire, the Court
directed judges to focus on application to the case at hand rather than on
methodological validity in the abstract or on "broad general principles
and theories."' 2 2 Amendments to FRE 702 in 2000 incorporate and
reinforce the Daubert trilogy, including the trial judge's role as
gatekeeper, the flexibility of the Daubert factors, and the need for the
expert's analysis and conclusions to relate to the particular case.123
admissibility)).
114. 526 U.S. 137 (1999).
115. Id. at 141-42; see Green & Sanders, supra note 6, at 1076-77 (writing that "the Daubert
factors seem to play less and less of a role, and are supplanted by an increasing focus on fit and the
existence of large analytical gaps in reasoning").
116. 522 U.S. 136 (1997).
117. Id. at 146.
118. Id.
119. Id. at 146-47.
120. 526 U.S. at 153-54.
121. Id. at 154 (emphasis in original); see Lopatka & Page, supra note 2, at 646 (writing that
Kumho Tire requires courts to scrutinize the methodology of the expert).
122. Green & Sanders, supra note 6, at 1076; see Faigman, Slobogin & Monahan, supra note
64, at 872.
123. FED. R. EviD. 702 Committee Notes on Rules-2000 Amendment; see Lopatka & Page,
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In the race discrimination case Bazemore v. Friday, the trial court
excluded several of an expert's regression analyses, reasoning that,
while the regression analyses included independent variables like race,
job title, education, experience, and tenure, the analyses failed to include
several relevant independent variables like "across the board and
percentage pay increases which varied from county to county." 124 The
Supreme Court reversed because "failure to include variables will affect
the analysis' probativeness, not its admissibility."'1 25 While less than
complete models can help plaintiffs to prove a case, Justice Brennan
noted the possibility that a regression analysis could be "so incomplete
as to be inadmissible as irrelevant.

126

The Court in Daubert recognized that, even if the judge admits the
expert testimony, the jury might still never consider it because the judge
may need to rule on its sufficiency. 127 Admissibility and sufficiency are
both questions of law, plus the end result is the same as far as keeping
evidence of questionable quality from the jury. 128 Some commentators
nevertheless urge attention to the distinction between the two, especially
for economics experts. 129 The Court in Daubert nested the admissibility
of expert evidence within Federal Rule of Evidence 104(a), so "the judge
must be convinced, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the
scientific evidence is valid."'3 ° FRE 104(a) grants discretion to the judge
in ruling on admissibility and thus provides a strong judicial check on
the "vagaries" of scientific practice."' Daubert therefore sets a
formidable standard: the court must have a high degree of confidence in
the expert testimony before evaluating whether it is sufficient to prove a

supra note 2, at 629.
124. Bazemore v. Friday, 478 U.S. 385, 398-99 (quoting Bazemore v. Friday, 751 F.2d 662,
672 (4th Cir. 1984)).
125. Id. at400.

126. Id at400&n.l0.
127. Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 596 (1993).
128. Blair & Hemdon, supranote 4, at 829-30; Lopatka & Page, supra note 2, at 626-27, 63031; Todd, supra note 3, at 987.
129. Andrew I. Gavil, After Daubert: Discerning the Increasingly Fine Line Between the
Admissibility and Sufficiency of Expert Testimony in Antitrust Litigation, 65 ANTITRUST L.J. 663,

668-69 (1997).
130. David L. Faigman et al., Check Your Crystal Ball At The Courthouse Door, Please:
Exploring The Past, Understanding the Present, And Worrying About The Future of Scientific
Evidence, 15 CARDOZO L. REV. 1799, 1817 (1994) (emphasis in original).
131. Id. at 1819; see FED. R. Ev1D. 104(a) ("The court must decide any preliminary question
about whether . . . evidence is admissible. In so deciding, the court is not bound by evidence
rules....").
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claim. 132 In other words, a sufficiency determination necessarily
133
excludes from consideration expert testimony deemed inadmissible.
Only when the judge admits the expert evidence can she then rule
on its sufficiency, such as through a motion for summary judgment or a
motion for judgment as a matter of law.1 34 The sufficiency ruling arises
under FRE 104(b), which limits the judge's examination to finding that a
reasonable trier of fact could find the fact to be true, so the standard is
minimal. 135 In ruling on sufficiency, the judge examines all reasonable
inferences drawn from the evidence in the light most favorable to the
non-moving party. 136 If a reasonable inference can be drawn from the
evidence, then the issue is for the jury; if the evidence is sufficiently
weak that it is no more than speculation, then the court is justified in
screening it from the jury. ' In ruling on sufficiency, the court must not
address "questions of credibility and choice among competing
inferences" because these go to weight and are for the jury.13 8
C. Inconsistency andIncoherence
in Admitting Model-Based Economics Expert Testimony
The motivation behind Daubert was that courts were admitting too
much "junk science" into cases and misleading "scientifically naive"
jurors, so judges should be gatekeepers who monitor the reliability of
expert testimony more closely. 13 9 Daubert and Joiner involved hard
sciences, where studies are based upon controlled experiments
conducted in laboratories, 40 and the expert in Kumho Tire was an
engineer who relied upon measurement and inspection of the allegedly
defective tire. 14 ' The Daubert trilogy has served primarily as a screen in
132. Aaron D. Twerski & Lior Sapir, Sufficiency of the Evidence Does Not Meet Daubert
Standards:A Critique of the Green-SandersProposal,23 WIDENER L.J. 641, 648, 650 (2014).
133. Id. at 648.
134. Gavil, supra note 129, at 665-66 (citing FED. R. Civ. P. 50, 56); see Daubert v. Merrell
Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 596 (1993).
135. Faigman et al., supra note 130, at 1817; see FED. R. EVID. 104(b).
136. Twerski & Sapir, supra note 132, at 647-48.
137. Michael D. Green & Joseph Sanders, In Defense of Sufficiency: A Reply to Professor
Twerski andMr. Sapir,23 WIDENER L.J. 663, 670 (2014).
138.

Todd, supra note 3, at 988 (citing GEOFFREY C. HAZARD, JR. ET AL., CIVIL PROCEDURE

486 (6th ed. 2011)).
139. Mnookin, supra note 48, at 1570, 1579; Twerski & Sapir, supra note 132, at 643.
140. Gen. Elec. Co. v. Joiner, 522 U.S. 136, 143-46 (1997) (proposing expert testimony based
upon studies of animals exposed to PCBs and epidemiological studies); Daubert v. Merrell Dow
Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 583 (1993) (proposing experts who testified based upon in vitro and in
vivo animal studies, pharmacological reports, and reanalysis of epidemiological studies); see Coate
& Fischer, supra note 57, at 151 (contrasting economics with "hard" sciences because the former
relies upon observations of reality rather than controlled experiments).
141. Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 142-45, 153 (1999).
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toxic tort cases where the expert attempts to establish that a drug or
chemical caused an injury like cancer. 14 2 Sometimes these experts rely
upon studies of animals that were given hundreds or even thousands of
times the dose that a human would take, or upon experiments on humans
where the subjects had already had cancer."' In these situations, the
Daubert factors, the Joiner warning against an analytical gap, and the
Kumho Tire requirement that the expert's methods apply to the case at
hand seem straightforward: if scientific experts do not rely upon these
types of studies or methods outside of litigation, then they should be
excluded from litigation as unreliable. The trilogy therefore established a
high threshold for the admissibility of expert testimony, thus putting
more power in the judge as gatekeeper. 44
Some commentators would treat all experts equally, whether they
testify about medicine, genetics, or economics.1 4 ' They echo the "junk
science" rationale in arguing that the judge should be a strict gatekeeper
146
who prevents dubious economic evidence from misleading jurors.
Economists do make some claim to the precision of physics with
mathematical and statistical techniques like regression analysis to
perform complex calculations. 147 The jury's collective view and social
values offer nothing that can lead to better reliability judgments about
the statistical aspects of the economic model. 148 The judge, on the other
hand, is typically better educated than most jurors and has the benefit of
repeated exposure to similar cases like discrimination and antitrust and
thus to similar econometric evidence in those cases. 41'9 For questions that
recur from case to case-and are thus external to any one case-the
142. Twerski & Sapir, supra note 132, at 650, 659; see Green & Sanders, supra note 6, at
1067-68 (assessing judicial treatment of the Daubert factors in toxic tort litigation).
143. Twerski & Sapir, supranote 132, at 659.
144. Mnookin, supra note 48, at 1530 (calling high-threshold determinations those that are
tilted against admissibility); see Jurs, supra note 109, at 326 (recognizing the considerable
discretion in the trial judge as gatekeeper).
145. Faigman, Slobogin & Monahan, supranote 64, at 864-66.
146. E.g., Kaye, supra note 26, at 350 (calling the "clear message" of the Dauberttrilogy that
"federal courts must exercise independent and careful judgment before admitting expert testimony
that is challenged as 'junk science'); Lloyd, supra note 2, at 380-81, 384 (claiming that courts have
too often admitted "misleading testimony" and that cross-examination is ineffective so that the
"juries were taken in"-even "bamboozled"-by well-credentialed business and economics
experts); see SmithKline Beecham Corp. v. Apotex Corp., 247 F. Supp. 2d 1011, 1042 (N.D. Ill.
2003) (Posner, J., sitting by designation) (calling the purpose of Daubert "to protect juries from
being bamboozled by technical evidence of dubious merit").
147. Blair & Esquibel, supra note 83, at 120 (calling multiple regression a "basic tool of
econometrics"); Rubinfeld, supra note 88, at 308 (calling multiple regression "a well-accepted
scientific methodology"); see Klock, supra note 21, at 194 ("The economist's claim to being a
scientist comes from the discipline's commitment to a methodology which is scientific.").
148. Allensworth, supra note 1, at 848-50.
149. Id. at 830; Lopatka & Page, supra note 2, at 694-95.
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150
judge should exercise her gatekeeping function. Recurring questions
include small sample sizes, uncertainty about functional form, and the
151
Assumptions in
appropriateness of simplifying assumptions.
and an
linearity
of
assumption
an
econometric analysis include
in
while
assumption that observed data come from a normal distribution,
theoretical models assumptions include symmetry of information or
15 2 The judge should check these
competition through price setting.
assumptions for accuracy in the context of the model, and if an
assumption cannot be verified empirically, then the model should be
53
tested for its sensitivity to that assumption.'
These prescriptions make sense for statistical assumptions, such as
that the random error term is in fact random, so that if unobservable
factors were observable, each would be independent of the other so15that
4 If
no observation would be able to predict successive observations.
this assumption is false and an independent variable that has an
influence on the dependent variable is omitted, then it leads to omitted
variable bias and incorrect estimations of the correlation between the
5
dependent and independent variables.15 Statistical assumptions are not
15 6 While economists
the only ones that economists make, however.
apply precise techniques like regression analysis "to make sense of data"
15 7 the regression is
or "to distill simple patterns and implications,"
merely a part of the model.' 58 Modeling is both a science and an art, and
the art of modeling requires an economist to make numerous choices and
assumptions to determine how to apply statistical techniques to a data set
59
drawn from a "chaotic reality" rather than a controlled experiment.'
The modeler starts with one assumption-the hypothesis-and then

150. Kaye, supra note 1, at 1974-75.
151. Allensworth, supra note 1, at 854.
152. Id. at 844; see Lloyd, supra note 2, at 380 (urging courts to question the reliability of the
underlying data).
153. See Allensworth, supra note 1, at 844-45.
154. See Fisher, supra note 91, at 709-11.
155. Sykes, supra note 86, at 20-21.
156. See Todd & Jewell, supra note 5, at 282 (listing fundamental, statistical, and rhetorical or
artistic assumptions).
157. Allensworth, supra note 1, at 862; see Klock, supra note 21, at 196 (writing that
economists seek "to abstract the salient features of reality without becoming mired in minutiae").
158. See James T. McKeown, Statisticsfor Wage Discrimination Cases: Why the Statistical
Models Used Cannot Prove or Disprove Sex Discrimination, 67 IN. L.J. 633, 633-34 (1992)
(urging courts to distinguish among economic theory, the model incorporating that theory, and the
statistical methods used to analyze the data).
159. Allensworth, supra note 1, at 829; Klock, supra note 21, at 194-97; see Kaye &
Freedman, supra note 89, at 281 (writing that assumptions are made going in to a model);
Rubinfeld, supra note 88, at 312 (writing that economists construct models with mathematical
parameters that use data samples from the population).
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makes additional assumptions in constructing the model about the link
between economic evidence and the theory of the case. 160 Such
assumptions include that certain variables are necessary while others
nonessential; that prior theoretical and econometric models are similar
enough to the current model to be useful; and that businesses
and markets will behave a certain way in the future or would have
behaved differently in some counterfactual past but for the defendant's
wrongful conduct.

161

None of these choices can be tested empirically for validity because
they deal not with mathematics and statistics but instead with reasoning,
intuition, plausibility, and persuasion. 162 Consider the examples from the
Introduction of the econometric models challenged for excluding certain
variables about employees. 163 While the models omitted variables,
neither case mentioned omitted variable bias, a statistical error that
results when an independent variable that affects the dependent variable
is omitted, which causes the coefficients of the remaining variables to be
biased and leads to an incorrect estimation of the correlation between the
dependent and independent variables. 164 Omitted variable bias does not
render the regression invalid but only decreases the goodness of fit
between the independent and dependent variables, so this statistical error
should not affect admissibility. 165 Instead, the defendants argued that the
model was flawed for not including explanatory variables essential to the
dispute. 166 Such an omission is an artistic choice that might allow for
better understanding of the salient features under consideration or that
160. Baker & Bresnahan, supra note 23, at 4; Todd & Jewell, supra note 5, at 282; see
SCHLEFER, supra note 5, at 25 (writing that economists "make simplified assumptions about the
economic world we inhabit and construct imaginary economies-in other words, models-based on
those assumptions"); Kenneth G. Dau-Schmidt, Relaxing Traditional Economic Assumptions and
Values: Toward a New MultidisciplinaryDiscourse on Law, 42 SYRACUSE L. REv. 181, 184 (1991)
(writing that "the true art of economic analysis lies in understanding the assumptions of the model
and their implications for the analysis"); see also McKeown, supra note 158, at 636 (calling
regression by itself nothing more than a tool and stating that regression results can be rejected not
only because of statistical errors but also because of common sense in application).
161. Todd, supra note 3, at 981.
162. Baker & Bresnahan, supra note 23, at 4 (writing that economic reasoning lays bare
assumptions so that they can be evaluated for plausibility); Klock, supra note 21, at 202 (writing
that conclusions are likely to be misleading if the modeler's assumptions are unreasonable);
SCHILEFER, supra note 5, at 278 (writing that an economist needs "a sound argument for why [his]
assumption is generally realistic").
163. Derrickson v. Circuit City Stores, Inc., 84 F. Supp. 2d 679, 689 (D. Md. 2000); Morgan v.
United Parcel Serv. of Am., Inc., 380 F.3d 459, 468-72 (8th Cir. 2004).
164. Sykes, supra note 86, at 20-21.
165. Rubinfeld, supra note 88, at 314; Sykes, supra note 86, at 20-21; see Kaye, supra note 1,
at 2012-13 (arguing that courts should not exclude economic expert testimony based on correctible
statistical errors).
166. Derrickson, 84 F. Supp. 2d at 689; Morgan, 280 F.3d at 469, 471.
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might distort reality to the point that the conclusions bear no
resemblance to the world as we know it.'6 7 Opponents in litigation more
often challenge these omissions, as well as idealizations and similarity
judgments, than they do the statistical analyses or data gathering
methods.168 In other words, courts ruling on the admissibility of
economic expert testimony often have to evaluate the artistic rather than
scientific aspects of a model, 16 9 so the relative clarity of the Daubert
muddied when applied to the nonfactors for the hard sciences become
170
scientific choices of the modeler.
Courts therefore make inconsistent rulings, sending some testimony
based upon dubious models to the jury to evaluate credibility while
excluding other testimony based upon sound-but-questionable models
from evidence.'7 1 The courts sometimes offer no explanation for their
decisions, and they often give poor reasons for their decisions. 172 For
example, courts faced with a Daubertmotion and a motion for summary
judgment for sufficiency will decline to rule on the former and instead
grant summary judgment on the latter-even though admissibility comes
before sufficiency. 73 Courts look outside FRE 702 in other ways, such
as finding that expert testimony based upon numerous assumptions is
likely to confuse the jury under FRE 403 or citing to pre-Daubert
authority like Bazemore.' 74 It is therefore unsurprising that courts reach
different results on admissibility in similar cases with similar economic
cases where the opponent
models, even in relatively straightforward
175
assumption.
single
a
targets only

167. Klock, supra note 21, at 196-97; Todd & Jewell, supra note 5, at 291-92; see Lawsky,
supra note 56, at 1668 (writing that a common complaint about economic models is that they are
unrealistic).
168. Hill et al., supra note 5, at 330-32, 332 n.253.
169. See Todd & Jewell, supra note 5, at 294.
170. See Edward K. Cheng, Independent JudicialResearch in the Daubert Age, 56 DUKE L.J.
1263, 1269-70 (2007) (arguing that the "breadth and diversity of expert testimony" means that no
"discrete set of factors" can help make all expert admissibility decisions).
171. Allensworth, supra note 1, at 863-64.
172. Id. at 864-65.
173. Schonfeld v. Hilliard, 218 F.3d 164, 174-75, 174 n.1 (2d Cir. 2000).
174. Todd & Jewell, supra note 5, at 311-12; see Morgan v. United Parcel Serv. of Am., Inc.,
380 F.3d 459, 468-72 (8th Cir. 2004) (relying on Bazemore when the trial court declined to rule on
the Daubertmotion to affirm grant of summary judgment for defendants because plaintiffs model
was so flawed as to lack probative value); Three Crowns Ltd. P'ship v. Salomon Bros., Inc., 906 F.
Supp. 876, 894 (S.D.N.Y. 1995) (ruling damages expert testimony inadmissible under FRE 403).
175. Compare Polymer Dynamics, Inc. v. Bayer Corp., 67 Fed. R. Evid. Serv. 201, 205 (E.D.
Pa. 2005) (admitting expert testimony based on assumption of continued business growth), with
Nebraska Plastics, Inc. v. Holland Colors America, Inc., 408 F.3d 410, 416 (8th Cir. 2008)
(rejecting expert testimony based on assumption of all purchasers of faded siding making warranty
claims).
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D. MethodologicalScholarshipSupports Courts Admitting More
Economics Expert Testimony for the Jury
to Evaluate the Credibilityof the Model World
Comments from FRE 702 and language in the Daubert trilogy lead

courts to consider the standards of the expert's field because not all
disciplines follow the scientific method. 176 One specific example the

177
Comments mention of a field with different standards is economics.

Because no courts or commentators had engaged, economics scholarship

address questions of admissibility; in a prior article I surveyed the
literature from economics methodologists on what models are
and how economists apply them to argue for a more relaxed
admissibility standard.

178

Models are tropes, analogical devices that represent, reduce,
abstract, and offer new perspectives on the real world. 179 By focusing on
only the essential and relevant features while ignoring the rest, models
are inferential devices that allow the audience to come to new
understanding by comparing the trope and the real world.180 Economists

approach a new case by judging the similarity of previous studies, by
constructing new models based upon other models, and by manipulating
the model in ways that might lead to results that differ from its

176. FED. R. EviD. 702 Committee Notes on Rules-2000 Amendment; see Kumho Tire Co. v.
Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 150 (1999) (recognizing that application of the Daubertfactors depends
in part upon "the expert's particular expertise" and "the subject of his testimony"); Daubert v.
Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 592-94 (1993) (listing as admissibility factors whether
there are standards that control the operation of a particular technique and whether a theory or
technique enjoys acceptance within a "relevant scientific community").
177. FED. R. EviD. 702 Committee Notes on Rules-2000 Amendment (quoting AM. COLL. OF
TRIAL LAWYERS, STANDARDS

AND PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING THE ADMISSIBILITY OF

EXPERT TESTIMONY AFTER DAUBERT, at 9 (1994)) ("[W]hether the testimony concerns economic
principles, accounting standards, property valuation or other nonscientific subjects, it should be
evaluated by reference to the 'knowledge and experience' of that particular field."); see Gavil, supra
note 129, at 674 ("[F]ew economic techniques of the ilk utilized in antitrust litigation could be
'tested' in the sense contemplated by Daubert, i.e., falsified. In part, the problem flows from the
way in which economic knowledge is acquired. Rarely is economic technique amenable to
laboratory-type experimentation under controlled conditions." (footnote omitted)).
178. Todd, supra note 3, at 973-76.
179. Id. at 1015-17; see MCCLOSKEY, supra note 49, at 37, 40, 49 (considering models through
the four master tropes of metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, and irony).
180. Todd, supra note 3, at 1017; see Cyril Hedoin, Models in Economics Are Not (Always)
Nomological Machines: A PragmaticApproach to Economists' Modeling Practices,44 PHIL. SOC.
Sci. 424, 440-42 (2014) (calling models "inferential devices"); Uskali Mdki, On the Method of
Isolation in Economics, 26 POZNAN STUD. PHIL. Sci. & HUMAN. 316, 344 (1992) (calling models
true if they represent the essence of the isolated factors); Sugden, supra note 49, at 502-03 (writing
that the audience makes inferences about the real world by making an inductive leap from the model
world).
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application in other situations.181 Every1 8 2model therefore has "some
ability" to resolve disputes in other cases.
This does not mean that questions about the applicability of models
should be considered legislative and therefore resolved by the
gatekeeper. To the contrary, each model can only be evaluated in the
context of its use, so the particular case drives the economist's choices
of underlying studies, relevant variables, and necessary simplifying
assumptions.18 3 Further, economists tell stories about the choices,
omissions, and assumptions to persuade the audience that the model
offers an apt analogy for the real world-and those stories differ from
audience to audience. 84 In litigation, that audience is the jury because
the economist's choices affect whether the model world is a "credible
world." 8 5' If the expert persuades the jury that the model represents the
world as the jury knows it or sees how it could be, then the model can
help the jury to understand some complex trial question by helping each
juror make the inductive leap from the model to the real world. 86
One common allegation is that civil jurors have problems
comprehending evidence, particularly in complex cases with expert
witnesses.87 Empirical studies have shown that jurors understand
181. Todd, supra note 3, at 1020; see Gibbard & Varian, supra note 22, at 666-67, 672-73
(describing how economists build toward applied models by drawing upon prior theoretical
models); Gilboa et al., supra note 22, at F513-17 (discussing how economists answer questions
about current cases by drawing upon numerous prior models, even theoretical models).
182. See Coate & Fischer, supra note 57, at 151 (writing that Daubertrequires courts to admit
model-based economics expert testimony if it is "scientific (falsifiable in theory)," "has survived
some minimal level of scientific testing," and "offers some ability to resolve the question in
dispute").
183. Todd, supra note 3, at 1021; see Morgan & Knuuttila, supra note 49, at 81 (claiming that
theorists are concerned less with what models are and more with how economists make and use
them to arrive at knowledge).
184. Todd, supra note 3, at 976-79, 1002-03; see Maki, supra note 180, at 330-31 (writing that
the story "may vary somewhat from audience to audience"); Morgan, supra note 49, at 361
("Economists use their economic models to explain or to understand the facts of the world by telling
stories about how those facts might have arisen.").
185. Todd, supra note, at 979-80; see Mdki, supra note 56, at 92, 94 (writing that the modeler
uses stories to persuade the relevant audience to adopt the modeler's point of view); Robert Sugden,
Credible Worlds, Capacitiesand Mechanisms, 70 ERKENNTNiS 3, 17-18 (2009) (writing about how
the verisimilitude of the model depends upon whether the model is compatible with what the
audience knows or thinks it knows about the world).
186. Todd, supra note 3, at 980-82; see Klock, supra note 21, at 197-98 ("Good assumptions
simplify the analysis while yielding accurate predictions, and either draw attention to what is
important or what is unimportant."); Lawsky, supra note 56, at 1681-83 (writing that the inductive
leap is not based on certainty but on the believability of the model as similar to the real world);
Lempert, supra note 76, at 1181 ("[llnforming juries why an expert judgment has been formed is a
rhetorical tactic that fosters deference even while increasing juror understanding.").
187. Valerie P. Hans & Stephanie Albertson, Empirical Research and Civil Jury Reform, 78
N.D. L. REv. 1497, 1498-99 (2003).
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scientific evidence as well as judges and usually reach the same results
from it, and although jurors have more difficulty with statistical and
economics testimony than other types of expert evidence, judges face the
same problems.188 In some ways, jurors are better equipped than judges
to process this information: assuming that experts embed their
conclusions in plausible stories with sufficient details, experts can make
the complicated subject more concrete and thus teach the jurors.18 9 This
is where the jury-as-representative-group has strength: studies show that
at least some jurors will understand the expert, and those jurors then take
the lead during deliberations. 190
The collective nature of the jury also matters because much of what
they evaluate about the model and modeler is non-technical, artistic
rather than statistics. Jurors bring the same skills to economics expert
testimony as to non-expert testimony so that it is nothing more than
"run-of-the-mill" fact-finding.' 9 Jurors thus evaluate expert evidence in
1 92
light of their "common sense" just as they do non-expert evidence.
Consider some assumptions that might lack support in the record but are
not contradicted by it, such as that a trend of increasing sales or profits
would continue, that a terminable contract would not be terminated, and
that competitors would not enter the market.1 93 One commentator cited
these as examples of assumptions for the gatekeeper to evaluate, 194 yet
the plausibility of these assumptions are more appropriate for jurors who
are buyers and sellers, parties to contracts, and business owners. 195 The
jury as a collective can assess evidence in light of its own experience
from outside the record with how the world works and make decisions
that require a common-sense inference.
Sending more questionable economics expert testimony to the jury
to evaluate it within the context of the other evidence is also more
legally and theoretically sound than having the judge gauge the
reliability of that testimony in isolation. 196 Pattern jury charges decline to
188. Id. at1509-11.
189.

Lempert, supra note 76, at 1178; Vidmar & Diamond, supra note 70, at 1175-76.

190. Vidmar & Diamond, supra note 70, at 1176.
191.

Casey & Simon-Kerr, supra note 48, at 1182; see Vidmar & Diamond, supra note 70, at

1175 (theorizing that jurors bring different types of cognitive tools to evaluating technical evidence
that is more familiar to them).
192. Vidmar & Diamond, supra note 70, at 1176.
193.
194.
195.

Todd, supra note 3, at 1023-24.
Lloyd, supra note 2, at 400, 404-05.
Todd, supra note 3, at 1024.

196. See, e.g., Mnookin, supra note 48, at 1576 (advocating a holistic approach to admissibility
that allows the jury to evaluate expert testimony in light of other record evidence rather than an
atomistic approach where the judge parses and particularizes the expert testimony in isolation
because it is "the more intellectually legitimate perspective").
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label expert witnesses as "experts" and empower jurors to evaluate the
credibility of expert witnesses as they would any other witness.19 7 For an
economics expert, the fact-finder must make "credibility judgments
about everything from the expert's demeanor to her methodology, her
choice of variables, and the way in which she combines those
variables."19' 8 The expert must "embed her conclusion in a story that
plausibly explains it" by informing the jury in detail about facts and
theories. 199 To evaluate the plausibility of the modeler's narrative, the
jury must hear it. Plus, jurors construct their own summary story by
integrating the expert testimony with the other evidence in the record.2 °°
Expert testimony may fulfill a different role than other evidence by
filling gaps in lay testimony and documentary evidence, but this
testimony is also nothing more than one of several narrative threads.20 '
The judge should therefore not evaluate the reliability of economics
expert testimony atomistically without reference to the other evidence it
is meant to support.20 2 Particularly where issues are the credibility of a
modeler's choices and assumptions, judges should send such questions
to the jury to evaluate in light of common sense and of integration with
other evidence.
III. REALISTIC ASSUMPTIONS IN CONTEXT:
A SURVEY OF THE ECONOMICS LITERATURE

Although interdisciplinary scholarship supports a more holistic
approach, that does not mean that judges should throw the gates open
and admit all economics expert testimony no matter how fantastical the
assumptions or blatant the omissions or dissimilar the prior models that

197.

E.g.,

COMMITTEE

ON

PATTERN

JURY

INSTRUCTIONS

DISTRICT

COURT

JUDGES

ASSOCIATION FIFTH CIRCUIT, Instruction 3.5: Expert Witnesses, in FIFTH CIRCUIT PATTERN JURY
INSTRUCTION (CIVIL CASES) 33 (2014) ("As with any other witness, it is up to you to decide
whether to rely on [opinion testimony]."); 2.11: Expert Opinion, NINTH CIRCUIT MANUAL OF
MODEL JURY INSTRUCTIONS CIVIL (2007) ("Opinion testimony should be judged just like any other
testimony. You may accept it or reject it, and give it as much weight as you think it deserves,
considering the witness's education and experience, the reasons given for the opinion, and all the
other evidence in the case.").
198. Casey& Simon-Kerr, supra note 48, at 1187.
199. Lempert, supra note 76, at 1178; see Allensworth, supra note 1, at 844 (writing that
"models should also strive to incorporate realistic assumptions and to tell a reasonable causation
story"); Lempert, supra note 76, at 1181 ("[I]nforming juries why an expert judgment has been
formed is a rhetorical tactic that fosters deference even while increasing juror understanding.").
200. Vidmar & Diamond, supra note 70, at 1176.
201. Id. at 1138; see id.at 1176 ("It bears repeating that despite the presence of expert
testimony, in many cases that testimony is only one part of the evidence.").
202. Mnookin, supra note 48, at 1576-77; see id.at 1539-41 (discussing how holism comports
with the story model ofjury decision making).
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are built into the expert's current model. One legal commentator argues
for a strong judicial hand in evaluating artistic choices like assumptions
because the model's results cannot be separated from the choices made
in its construction." 3 While my prior article disagreed that the judge
should evaluate the credibility of an economics expert's testimony, it
also conceded the potential for judges to take a more atomistic approach
to some types of assumptions. 204 For example, expert testimony need not
be admitted if other evidence shows that the substance of a crucial
assumption is wrong. 205 Further, dubious assumptions can "provide
misleading predictions or mask what is important," 2 6 thus confusing the
jury.207 Even if the judge admits the testimony, she will likely have to
evaluate its sufficiency, an evaluation that requires understanding the
assumptions. 20 8 Taken to the extreme, therefore, a holistic approach
leads right back to the problem of courts admitting too much unreliable
testimony, particularly if there is "no clear guidance or methods" for
distinguishing the legitimate from the unwarranted. 20 9 Because the
Daubert trilogy and Comments to FRE 702 point us to the standards of
the expert's field, this Part surveys the economics methodological
literature on the (un)importance of realistic assumptions in search of
that "guidance."
This issue extends back two centuries to classical and early
neoclassical economists, 210 but we start with "The Methodology of

203. Allensworth, supranote 1, at 841, 859-60.
204. Todd, supranote 3, at 972-73.
205. Id. at 984-85; see Lawsky, supra note 56, at 1685-87.
206. Klock, supra note 21, at 197-98.
207. Lloyd, supranote 2, at 380-81, 384, 410.
208. See Dau-Schmidt, supra note 160, at 184 (writing that "the trick is to intuit which
simplifying assumptions can be made to facilitate the analysis while still accurately describing the
problem or phenomenon"); Klock, supra note 21, at 198, 198 n.302 (writing that "the most useful
approach is to seriously evaluate how the underlying economic assumptions matter"). Judges also
have to evaluate economic models when ruling on class certification and when valuing assets in tax
and bankruptcy cases. See Bielby & Coukos, supra note 94 passim (discussing economic models in
employment discrimination class actions); Casey & Simon-Kerr, supra note 48 passim (discussing
issues that judges face in approaching economic models introduced to value assets in tax and
bankruptcy cases).
209. Mnookin, supra note 48, at 1580-81, 1583.
210. E.g., JOHN STUART MILL, ON THE DEFINITION OF POLITICAL ECONOMY AND ON THE
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION PROPER TO IT (1836), reprinted in JOHN STUART MILL'S PHILOSOPHY

OF SCIENTIFIC METHOD 407, 425 (Ernest Nagel ed., 1950) ("In proportion as the actual facts recede
from the hypothesis, [the economist] must allow a corresponding deviation from the strict letter of
his conclusion; otherwise it will be true only of such things as he has arbitrarily supposed, not of
such things as really exist."); see Daniel Hausman, Economic Methodology in a Nutshell, 3 J. ECON.
PERSPECTIVES 115, 117-18 (1989) (writing that classical and early neoclassical economists adopted
Mill's views); Abraham Hirsch, The "Assumptions" Controversy in HistoricalPerspective, 14 J.
ECON. ISSUES 99, 105 (1980) (claiming that classical economics methodologists agreed with Mill
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Positive Economics" because Friedman published it in 1953 when mathbased models were starting to become the norm in economics, so it has
relevance to how modem econometricians approach models.2 11 Although
Friedman recognized that evidence in economics comes not from
experiment but from experience that is "frequently complex and always
indirect and incomplete, 212 he nevertheless thought that positive
economics was-or at least could be-an objective science like the
physical sciences. 213 The difficulty of gathering new evidence to test the
validity of implications tempts economists "to suppose that other, more
readily available, evidence is equally relevant to the validity of the
hypothesis"; in addition to implications, some see the conformity of
assumptions with reality as a different or additional test of the validity of
the hypothesis. 214 Friedman dismisses this "widely held view" as
"fundamentally wrong. 2 15 "Truly important and significant hypotheses
will be found to have 'assumptions' that are wildly inaccurate
descriptive representations of reality, and, in general, the more
significant the theory, the more unrealistic the assumptions (in this
sense)., 216 For a hypothesis to be important, it must explain "much by
little" by "abstract[ing] the common and crucial elements from the mass
of complex and detailed circumstances surrounding the phenomena to be
explained and permit[ing] valid predictions on the basis of them
alone., 217 An important hypothesis is therefore "descriptively false"
because it does not take account of the other "attendant circumstances"
that are "irrelevant for the phenomena to be explained."21 8

"that theory in economics is validated by relating the implications to the truth of the premises" and
"grounded their theory on true (though partial) premises or assumptions").
211. Robert M. Solow, How Did Economics Get That Way and What Way Did It Get?, 126
DAEDALUS 39, 39-43 (1997) (describing how in the 1940s graduate economics classes often did not
mention models but by the 1990s mainstream economists built models with statistics); see Klock,
supra note 21, at 197 (citing Friedman in support of argument that good models are those which
predict accurately and that a model is not poor because its assumptions are wrong).
212. Friedman, supra note 51, at 10; see TJALLING C. KOOPMANS, The Construction of
Economic Knowledge, in THREE ESSAYS ON THE STATE OF ECONOMIC SCIENCE 127, 140 (1957).

213. Friedman, supra note 51, at4.
214. Id. at 4, 14; see KOOPMANS, supra note 212, at 140 (writing that gathering evidence for
economic studies is difficult); Eugene Rotwein, On "The Methodology of Positive Economics," 73
Q. J. ECONS. 554, 568-69 (1959) (arguing that inquiring into the realism of assumptions is a
consideration of the associations that assumption has with other entities and therefore an indirect
test of the predictions of a hypothesis).
215. Friedman, supra note 51, at 14.
216. Id.
217. Id.
218. Id. at 14-15.
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Friedman's essay is the most cited methodological work in
economics, 219 with many commentators attacking Friedman's thesis that
assumptions need not be realistic. For example, Samuelson dubs
Friedman's thesis the "F-Twist" and calls it "fundamentally wrong" that
"unrealism in the sense of factual inaccuracy even to a tolerable degree
of approximation is anything but a demerit., 220 Because the assumptions
giving rise to the theory are identical to the theory, their realism cannot
differ from that of the theory or the consequences; otherwise, the theory
is invalid.221 "If the abstract models contain empirical falsities, we must
jettison the models, not gloss over their inadequacies. 22 2 Other critics
defended Friedman's basic points and gave more charitable readings to
his claims that good theories had unrealistic assumptions. For example,
Machlup writes that the economist proceeds with so many fundamental
and assumed conditions that rigid verification of all of them is not
required.223 Indeed, attempting to employ more "realistic" assumptions
would call for too many additional assumptions about which there is
insufficient relevant information.22 4 Machlup agrees with Friedman that
"[w]hen a simpler hypothesis, though obviously unrealistic, gives
consistently satisfactory results, one need not bother with more
complicated, more realistic hypotheses. 225
Though these and other commentators provide insight into realistic
assumptions and their role in economic models, they approached the
issue in the abstract and non-systematically. Mdki in the 1990s therefore
called for a "reorientation" of the assumptions debate.226 He argued that
"the issue should not be construed as one of realistic versus unrealistic
assumptions in the abstract but rather as one over which specific
assumptions are and should be unrealistic or realistic, and over rival
ways in which they are or should be So. ' ' 227 He sought a more "concrete"
approach to understand the nature of the issue "in each specific case. ' '228
219. See Maki, supra note 51, at 47; Milton Friedman,
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user-DV6pTHOAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra

GOOGLE SCHOLAR,
(last viewed Dec. 29,

2017) (listing over 6000 citations to "The Methodology of Positive Economics").
220.

Paul Samuelson, Problems of Methodology-Discussion, 53 AM. ECON. REV. 233, 233

(1963).
221.

Id. at 233-34; see Fritz Machlup, Professor Samuelson on Theory and Realism, 54 AM.

ECON. REV.733, 733 (1964).
222. Samuelson, supra note 220, at 236.
223. Fritz Machlup, The Problem of Verification in Economics, 22 S.ECON. J. 1, 15 (1955).
224. Id.
225. Id. at 15-16.
226. Maki, supra note 52, at 240.
227. Id. at 239-40.
228. Id. at 240; see Gibbard & Varian, supra note 22, at 667 (applied models are "applied to a
situation" (emphasis in original)).
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This entailed identifying different meanings for "realistic" and
"unrealistic." It also meant establishing a typology of different types of
and roles for assumptions, a typology that Hindriks transformed with a
two-step framework and more clear terms for the types of second-order
assumptions: negligibility, applicability, and tractability (which then
subdivides into theoretical and empirical). 22 9 Though many
commentators have addressed the importance of evaluating a model in
context, several recent articles have looked specifically at applied versus
purely theoretical models, which is important given that econometric
models are constructed from prior models.
This reorientation of the assumptions debate offers a systematic
means for approaching different types of realisticness, assumptions, and
contexts. Accordingly, this Part surveys the reorientation so that the next
Part can synthesize that survey into general guidelines that courts and
practitioners can apply to resolve questions about admissibility
and sufficiency.23 °
A. Different Meaningsfor Realistic and Unrealistic
One problem with the writers responding to Friedman was that they
fell into one of two camps, realists or non-realists, because they did not
consider different ways in which an assumption could be realistic or
unrealistic. 231 Given that all sciences-including economics-rely upon
unrealistic assumptions, unrealistic elements are an "ubiquitous feature"
of all theories. 32 Accordingly, we cannot reject all theories because they
contain some unrealistic assumptions.2 3 3 The "real issue" is therefore
"about the substance of those theories and assumptions, namely what
they exclude as supposedly irrelevant or inessential and what they
include as allegedly relevant or essential, and what they say about the
included items. 234
One early writer, Nagel, did recognize that assumptions could be
unrealistic in three different ways, some of which were acceptable in
modeling and others not. 235 First, a statement is unrealistic if it does not
229. Hindriks, supra note 54passim.
230. Seesupra Part IV.
231. Mdki, supra note 52, at 239-40.
232. Id. at 240-41; see Jack Melitz, Friedman and Machiup on the Significance of Testing
Economic Assumptions, 73 J. POL. ECON. 37, 39 (1965) (recognizing that inaccurate assumptions
are sometimes allowable but "that unrealism of assumptions is a serious drawback").
233. Id. at 241.
234. Id.at 249 (emphasis in original); see Gibbard & Varian, supra note 22, at 665 (writing
that an assumption that is unrealistic when the model is applied in one context might be realistic
when applied in another).
235. Ernest Nagel, Assumptions in Economic Theory, 53 AM. ECON. REV. 211,214 (1963).
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give an exhaustive description of an object but instead mentions only
some of its traits.236 Models can have these types of unrealistic
assumptions because to force realism would require necessarily finite
statements to capture an endless number of details, and this allowance of
unrealism seems unchallenged and trivial.237 Second, a statement is
unrealistic "because it is believed to be either false or highly improbable
on the available evidence. '238 If a fundamental assumption or basic
hypothesis is unrealistic in the sense that it is false, that is "patently
unsatisfactory" because then the "theory entails consequences that are
incompatible with observed fact, so that on pain of rejecting elementary
logical canons the theory must also be rejected. 2 3 9 If, however,
"assumption" is taken to mean an antecedent conditional clause of some
theoretical statement, then the theory is not necessarily erroneous even if
the assumption is unrealistic. 24" A theory with assumptions that are
unrealistic in a given domain merely does not apply to that domain,
though it may apply to other domains. 2 1 Third, assumptions may relate
to "pure cases" or "ideal types" of situations that are not encountered in
the real world so that the theoretical statements (or laws) hold only under
purified conditions between idealized objects. 242 Though unrealistic,
such assumptions have a role in theoretical exploration because they
"serve as a powerful means for analyzing, representing, and codifying
relations of dependence between actual phenomena."24' 3
Because he reserved the terms "realism" and "non-realism" for
denoting philosophical theses, Mdki used "realisticness" and
"unrealisticness" to denote "various properties of linguistic and other

236. Id.
237. Id.; see Friedman, supra note 51, at 24 (writing that the model is always simpler than the
real world because it contains only those elements that the modeler asserts are relevant); Fritz
Machlup, Operational Concepts and Mental Constructs in Model and Theory Formation, 19
GIORNALE DEGL ECONOMIST 553, 581 (1960) (claiming that models need not be realistic because
realism requires that all details, even irrelevant details, be included).
238. Nagel, supra note 235, at 214.
239. Id. at 215; see Friedman, supra note 51, at 11-13 (writing that implications of a hypothesis
cannot be contradicted by empirical evidence); Samuelson, supra note 220, at 233 (calling it
"fundamentally wrong" that "unrealism in the sense of factual inaccuracy even to a tolerable degree
of approximation is anything but a demerit").
240. Nagel, supra note 235, at 214-15.
241. Id. at 215; see Friedman, supra note 51, at 16-19, 23 (explaining how the assumption from
physics that bodies fall as if they were in a vacuum is not valid for feathers but it does apply to
experiments with compact balls).
242.

Nagel, supra note 235, at 215; see ANDREW M. KAMARCK, ECONOMICS AND THE REAL

WORLD 6 (1983) (writing that pure theory models are like games with rules we make up ourselves
so that the model need not correspond to the real world so long as the rules are internally
consistent).
243. Nagel, supranote 235, at 215-16.
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representations such as economic theories and their parts.",2' He
recognizes seven different ways that an assumption could be realistic or
unrealistic, though only four of them seem pertinent to assessing the
model's reliability. 245 The most obvious form of realisticness and
unrealisticness is truth and falsehood. 246 To be true or false, a theory or
statement has to be about something, but not necessarily about
something observable.247 A representation is also realistic if testable and
well-confirmed by evidence in empirical tests, and it is unrealistic if it
fails to be confirmed by evidence, "either because the appropriate test
conditions cannot be established or because the evidence is negative in
cases where the test conditions are appropriate. 248 Mdki distinguishes
truth and falsehood from confirmation and disconfirmation because
evidence may speak for false statements or against true statements, and
sometimes there is no appropriate evidence for or against a statement.24 9
The next type is plausibility, which is a matter of being believed by
people, so a representation is realistic in this sense if plausible and
unrealistic if implausible.2 ° Finally, a "concept, statement or theory is
often regarded as unrealistic if it is partial, if it isolates only selected
aspects of objects for representation. 2 51 All representations are partial
25 2
because "they isolate small slices of the world from the rest of it."

Accordingly, while they do not offer the whole truth, "it does not follow
244. Mki, supra note 52, at 247-48.
245. The first is "aboutness," so that a representation might be realistic if it is about something
real and unrealistic if not about anything real. Id. at 241. Second is observability, though much
scientific inquiry deals with the unobservable. Id. Seventh, a representation is realistic if it serves
some practical end, so "[r]ealisticness in this sense is relative to the specific practical ends at hand."
Id. at 243.
246. Id. at 241-42.
247. Id. at 242.
248. Id.; see Wassily Leontief, Theoretical Assumptions and Nonobserved Facts, 61 AM.
ECON. REV. 1, 2 (1971) (writing that, when one interprets a model, the "assumptions on which the
model is based are easily forgotten," yet the model needs "a very difficult and seldom very neat
assessment and verification of these assumptions in terms of observed facts"); Melitz, supra note
232, at 44 (arguing that "the lower the evidential support for [a set of assumptions], the smaller the
significance of both positive and negative results"); Samuelson, supra note 220, at 236 (writing that
economists cannot relax standards of scrutiny of empirical validity and that if models "contain
empirical falsities, we must jettison the models, not gloss over their inadequacies").
249. Mdki, supra note 52, at 243; see Machlup, supra note 223, at 15 (claiming that attempts to
employ more realistic assumptions would call for too many additional assumptions about which
there is insufficient relevant information).
250. Mki, supra note 52, at 242; see Friedman, supra note 51, at 26 (writing that crucial
assumptions are those which aid with "simplicity or economy in describing the model, intuitive
plausibility, or capacity to suggest some of the considerations that are relevant in judging or
applying the model").
251. Maki, supra note 52, at 243.
252. Id. at 243-44; see KOOPMANS, supra note 212, at 142 (writing that models "express in
simplified form different aspects of an always a more complicated reality").
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that they therefore also violate 'nothing but the truth."' 53 Abstractness is
a special case of partiality: "A representation is abstract if it isolates a
general feature or a universal from the particularities of the many objects
254
that share it."
In a later article on realism, Maki addresses the concern that, in
isolating certain factors for study, models have isolations that "are based
on false assumptions about some of the items involved in the situation:
assumptions about their constancy, absence, zero influence, and so
forth-most of them false most of the time. ' 255 Two rationales justify
these assumptions. The first is tractability, cutting through the size and
complexity of the real world by making "certain exclusions and
idealizations" that narrow the scope of the study to something
manageable. 25 6 The second is ontological, eliminating the irrelevant
details so as to focus on the essential attributes. 257 Though unrealistic in
the sense of false, partiality and idealizations bolster rather than
undermine realism by allowing the modeler "to attain the truth about the
essential features" of the economic phenomena under consideration.25 8
"A good theory is realistic in the sense that it contains significant truth,
that it truly represents the way the relevant domain of the world worksif it captures the major elements of the causal processes and mechanisms
responsible for its workings., 25 9 For economics, "commonsense
conceptions and experience play a role" in determining whether the
theory is realistic. 26 ° "The relevant experiences concern things such as
running a business, buying [sic] food and furniture, getting hired and
fired, paying one's taxes and exchanging currency. ,261
Reduction, plausibility, and common sense are key to the
contemporary view of models as analogies. Sugden characterizes models

253. Mdki, supra note 52, at 243.
254. Id. at 244; see Melitz, supra note 232, at 40-41 (writing that abstracting involves leaving
out some facts from consideration).
255. Maki, Aspects, supra note 53, at 310.
256. Id.
257. Id. at310-11.
258. Id. at 311; see Machlup, supra note 237, at 581 (contrasting a realistic photograph that
shows how a locomotive looks on the surface with a stripped-down model that demonstrates how a
locomotive works); Melitz, supra note 232, at 41 (calling abstraction an instrument for achieving
scope without sacrificing accuracy and thus facilitating the attainment of truth).
259. Matki, Aspects, supra note 53, at 314; see Machlup, supra note 237, at 581 (writing that
models should exhibit only the relevant variables and relations).
260. Mki, Aspects, supra note 53, at 314; see Friedman, supra note 51, at 28 (writing that the
weight one attaches to indirect tests of hypotheses depends upon how closely related the two classes
are judged to be, a judgment based on prior experience with making connections between similarly
diverse phenomena).
261. Mdki, Aspects, supra note 53, at 314.
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262
as "credible but counterfactual worlds" that parallel the real world.
This construct allows for inductive reasoning through a transition from a
particular hypothesis that is true in the model to a more general
hypothesis that is expected to be true in the real world. 263 We can close
the gap if "the model world could be real"-if "it describes a state of
affairs that is credible, given what we know (or think we know) about
'' 2
the general laws governing events in the real world. ' The key is
similarity: inductive inferences are credible if we "recognize some
significant similarity between those two worlds. '265 Because credibility
relates to what an audience perceives as life-like, Sugden does not
equate credibility with truth but instead with verisimilitude or its
translation "truthlikeness., ' 266 Assumptions therefore have a role in
making the model credible. For example, if an economic model uses
arbitrary mixes of assumptions, then the reader becomes suspicious of
the results because they are not based on a clear conception of how the
however,
world might be.2 67 If assumptions do fit naturally together,
268
then the economist offers a good model because it coheres.

B. A Typology of First-Orderand Second-OrderAssumptions
Mdki's reorientation was influenced in part by earlier writers such
as Musgrave, who had proposed a typology of three different
assumptions, "each of which makes a different type of assertion and
therefore plays a different role in the theory., 269 Negligibility
262. Sugden, supra note 185 at 4; see Maki, supra note 56, at 32 (comparing his concept of
models as "surrogate systems" that stand for the real world with Sugden's concept of models as
credible worlds).
263. Sugden, supra note 49, at 496-97; see Mdki, supra note 56, at 32, 41 (explaining that one
examines the surrogate to learn about the system it represents, so models are tools that allow
economists to infer conclusions that are true or likely to be true about the real world).
264. Sugden, supra note 49, at 503 (emphasis in original); see Mad, supra note 56, at 40-41
(writing that credibility judgments like plausibility arise when the audience moves from the
surrogate to the target system).
265. Sugden, supra note 49, at 501.
266. Sugden, supra note 185, at 17-18.
267. Sugden, supra note 49, at 503-04.
268. Id.
269. Musgrave, supra note 54, at 378. Though Musgrave thought citation to earlier
contributors to the assumptions debate was "unfruitful," several writers had distinguished among
different roles for assumptions in models, such as fundamental assumptions, the hypothesis, and
specific assumptions that help with applying the model. Id. at 377-78; Louis De Alessi, Reversals of
Assumptions and Implications, 79 J. POL. ECON. 867, 876 (1971) ("The term 'assumption' has been
used in the literature to describe the axioms of economic theory, some of the deduced higher-level
hypotheses, antecedent conditions, putative observation statements, and persuasive noise."); see,
e.g., Machlup, supra note 223, at 9-15 (writing that models have fundamental assumptions that are
general, specific assumptions used to deduce conclusions, and assumed conditions under which the
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assumptions like "assume[] there is no government" are often false, but
the economist in making this assumption merely asserts that the
existence of a government has a negligible effect on the phenomena
under investigation. 270 Domain assumptions restrict the applicability of a
theory to cases where some factor is absent; if present, the theory does
not apply within that particular domain. 271 Heuristic assumptions arise in
situations for which the theory cannot be tested directly in any
domain.2 72 At an early stage of theory development, the economist
assumes some factor is negligible, but at a later stage, the economist
relaxes the assumption by taking account of it.273 While the earlier
assumption represents a simplification, it is a heuristic step toward more
precise predictions.2 74
Maki cites to and expands Musgrave's typology. For example,
Musgrave defines negligibility assumptions as assuming that some
factor has no "detectable effect" on the phenomenon under
investigation. 275 A negligible effect need not be undetectable, however,
and a detectable effect can be negligible. 2 6 Accordingly, there are two
different types of assumptions, detectability and negligibility, and the
two do not necessarily imply each other.2 77 "[W]hile detectability can be
characterized in terms of cognitive capacities and the power of
measurement instruments, negligibility is best characterized in terms of
the purposes of cognitive subjects. 2 78 An economist might choose not to
include a factor in a model either because its effect is not detectable or
because the effect is negligible for the given purpose. 2 79 A negligibility
assumption, therefore, hypothesizes that some factor that is expected to
specific assumption operates); Melitz, supra note 232, at 42 (distinguishing between generative
assumptions that help derive the hypothesis and auxiliary assumptions that are used in conjunction
with the hypothesis to deduce predictions).
270. Musgrave, supra note 54, at 378-80.
271. Id. at 380-81; see Melitz, supra note 232, at 47 (noting that "[e]very hypothesis is limited"
in application "by conditional clauses and other verbal restrictions").
272. Musgrave, supra note 54, at 382-83.
273. Id. at 383.
274. Id.
275. Id. at 378; see KooPMANS, supra note 212, at 142-43 (recognizing that simple models are
unrealistic but should be "protected" as prototypes for developing more realistic and complicated
subsequent models).
276. Mdki, Assumptions, supra note 54, at 320.
277. Id.
278. Id
279. Id. at 321; see D. V. T. Bear & Daniel Orr, Logic and Expediency in Economic
Theorizing, 75 J. POL. ECON. 188, 194-95 (1967) (writing that economists use "as if' statement
when a known fact is irrelevant to the object of investigation or when some fact cannot be observed
or measured); Machlup, supra note 223, at 15 (claiming that attempts to employ more realistic
assumptions would call for too many additional assumptions about which there is insufficient
relevant information).
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affect the phenomenon under investigation has such a small effect that it
can be neglected relative to a given purpose.2 8° Another addition is the
joint negligibility assumption, which recognizes two different
possibilities. One is that several factors are each singly negligible, which
matters because "a conjunction of true singular negligibility assumptions
is not necessarily true; the separate effects that are singly negligible may
28 1 The other is
add up so as to generate a non-negligible joint effect.,
that the separate effect of the single factors-whether or not singly
negligible--cancel each other out so that jointly their effect is negligible
relative to the modeler's purpose.2 82 Mdiki proposes a distinction
between domain and applicability assumptions, with the latter
"involving meta-level commentaries about the applicability of a theory
to domains identified by the former. ' 283 For example, the assumption
"[t]he government has a balanced budget" identifies a domain, while the
assumption "[tihe theory only applies where budget imbalance is absent"
is a property of the theory about its applicability to that domain.284
Except for renaming heuristic assumptions as early-step assumptions,
earliest models
Mdiki proposes no amendments except to argue that the 285
assumptions.
unrealistic
in the chain can have "radically
In a pair of articles, Hindriks expanded the typology by presenting a
new framework and by adding a new assumption.286 He proposes a new
framework that distinguishes between first-order assumptions and
second-order assumptions, such as between "the government's budget is
balanced" and "the theory only applies to domains in which the
government's budget is (approximately) balanced., 28 7 "A first-order
assumption is a statement according to which some factor F is absent or
has no effect on the phenomenon under investigation. "288 These
assumptions often involve idealizations about the phenomena (e.g.,
280. Maki, Assumptions, supra note 54, at 322; see Melitz, supra note 232, at 41 (writing that
abstraction involves leaving out some facts from consideration because they do not matter, not
because they do not exist).
281. Mttki, Assumptions, supra note 54, at 323.
282. Id.
283. Id. at 333.
284. Id. at 323-25.
285. Id. at 325-27; see KAMARCK, supra note 242, at 6 (writing that early-stage models need
not conform to the real world so long as the model has internally consistent rules).
286.

Frank A. Hindriks, Unobservability, Tractability and the Battle of Assumptions, 12 J.

ECON. METHODOLOGY 383 (2005) [hereinafter Hindriks, Unobservability];Hindriks, supra note 54.
Though published later, Hindriks' 2006 article first introduces tractability assumptions and the new
framework, while the 2005 article applies those to selected economic models. Compare Hindriks,
supra note 54 passim, with Hindriks, Unobservability, supra passim. Accordingly, the citations in

this Article are to Hindriks' 2006 article unless otherwise noted.
287. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 402.
288. Id. at 406-07.
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productivity growth is constant over time) and therefore pertain not to
the real world but only to the model world. 289 Second-order assumptions
explicate the purpose or reason for imposing the first-order assumption
and thus concern a higher level.2 0 Negligibility and applicability
assumptions are second-order assumptions because they account for the
actual world by providing a framework for understanding why
economists impose the false first-order assumptions. 29' For example, if
the second-order (meta-level) concern is negligibility, the economist
imposes a first-order assumption because some factor exerts only a
negligible influence. 92 If the second-order concern is applicability, then
the economist imposes a first-order assumption because it is
approximately true of the domain under investigation and the theory
only applies to domains of which the assumption is approximately
true. 293 Accordingly, the falsity of first-order assumptions is often
"unproblematic," but "the truth of second-order assumptions is
important. ' 294 Negligibility and applicability assumptions are thus
"indispensable" because they "have a direct impact on the models that
are developed on the basis of the relevant theories. 29 5
Hindriks treats the negligibility and applicability assumptions the
same as Maki, but he replaces the third assumption, what Musgrave
termed "heuristic" and Mdiki "early-step," with a tractability
assumption.2 96 Sometimes a problem is intractable because it cannot be
solved.297 Consider Newton, who ignored the gravitational forces that
planets exert on each other and assumed that each planet was the only
planet orbiting the sun because the math he needed to account for
interplanetary gravitational forces did not exist. 298 A tractability
assumption is a statement about the tractability of a problem, "that a
problem would be intractable if it were not for a particular first-order

289. Id.at 407-08.
290. Id. at 407; see Meitz, supra note 232, at 49-50 (writing that explanations of economic
postulates need to be statements of fact); SCHLEFER, supra note 5, at 23 (writing that economists
"should explain the assumptions underlying what they think they know"); id.at 280 ("Economists
should transparently describe critical assumptions.").
291. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 408; see Friedman, supra note 51, at 25-26 (writing that the
rules for using the model must be concrete because they account for the real world and that "crucial
assumptions" are attempts to identify the key elements in the abstract model).
292. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 411.
293. Id.
294. Id.at 402; see Melitz, supra note 232, at 44 (writing that discrepancies between
assumptions and reality raises a likelihood that the experiment is invalid).
295. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 406.
296. Id. at 403-06.
297.

Hindriks, Unobservability, supra note 286, at 392.

298.

Hindriks, supra note 54, at 411-12.
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assumption. '29 9 Like negligibility and applicability assumptions,
tractability assumptions are second-order assumptions because they are
statements that explicate the reason why a particular first-order
3
assumption makes a certain problem more tractable. "' Like negligibility
assumptions, the first-order assumption need not
and applicability
30 1
be true.
Hindriks recognizes two categories of tractability, theoretical and
empirical. Theoretical tractability involves imposing an assumption "to
simplify the logical development of a theory or in order to ease the
understanding of a theory.

30 2

Relevant considerations include cognitive

30 3
Empirical
capacities and auxiliary theories in neighboring fields.
apply a
to
able
be
tractability involves imposing an assumption "to
theory to an actual situation because of the data needed to apply the
theory without the assumption.,, 3 ' Relevant considerations include "the
level of sophistication of statistics or econometrics available at the time,
unobservability,.. . changes in data collection over time, the ways in
which data are constructed, the resources available, and the
30 5 Unlike negligibility
sophistication of the instruments available.
assumptions, the effects of imposing the first-order assumption for
tractability is non-negligible for the purpose at hand, and unlike
the first-order assumption for tractability is
applicability assumptions,
30 6
believed to be false.
One final author worth considering is Mayer, even though his
3 °7
assumption types of necessary and "fat" are not part of the typology.
If a necessary assumption is wrong, then the theory is wrong, even if the

299.
300.
301.
302.
303.

Id. at412.
Id.
Id.
Id. at413.
Id. at414.

304. Id. at 413; see Machlup, supra note 223, at 15 (recognizing that the economist often has

insufficient relevant information); Samuelson, supra note 220, at 234 (writing that assumptions are
usually a subset of many more assumptions, the factual accuracy of which is unknown).
305. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 414; see Bear & Orr, supra note 279, at 194-95 (calling data
observation and measurement common problems in economics); Hindriks, Unobservability,supra
note 286, at 400 (writing that "unobservability in economics is largely a matter of measurability, or
more specifically with the question of whether the right data are used or supplied by economic
agents themselves").
306. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 414; see Machlup, supra note 221, at 733 (writing that a
"theory, by definition, is much wider than any of the consequences deduced," so requiring perfect
factual alignment between theory and consequences would render the theory nothing more than
another form of the empirical evidence).
307.

Thomas Mayer, Friedman's Methodology of Positive Economics: A Soft Reading, 31

ECON. INQUiRY 213, 218 (1993).
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conclusions happen to be correct.308 For expository convenience,
assumptions are often stated more broadly than needed, however, such
as assuming marginal costs are rising when all that is necessary is
assuming marginal costs are rising locally; Mayer calls these "fat
assumptions."' 3 09 Disconfirmation of the fat assumption that pertains only
to the excess baggage, rather than to that part which is necessary, thus
does not disconfirm the theory. 310 Accordingly, while Friedman's claim
that a theory's assumptions need not be true is "clearly wrong," it is
valid as it pertains to the fat part of assumptions.3 11
The different types of assumptions inform why economists should
tell stories about their models. As discussed above, the model is a
credible world or surrogate system that allows reasoning by analogy:
understanding the model allows the audience to make inferences about
what is true of the real world represented by that model.3 12 The model
contains a number of assumptions, such as idealizations, certain
assumptions that the modeler knows are false so that the model is
coherent.3 13 These idealizations necessarily involve omissions of factors
that the economist thinks do not have "an appreciable impact on the
economic phenomena under investigation."3'14 Although idealization
involves some false assumptions, that does not undermine the truth of
the model; instead, a model is true "if it correctly represents the isolated
essence of the object. 31 5
Whether an audience will accept that model as credible depends on
the rhetorical skills of the economist as storyteller. 316 While the model
"provides a more or less rigorous and skeletal representation of the

308.

Id.

309. Id.
310.

Id.

311. Id. at 217, 221-22. Cartwright makes a similar point about excess baggage and the
applicability of models to new cases when she writes about the problem of overconstraint. Nancy
Cartwright, If No Capacities Then No Credible Worlds. But Can Models Reveal Capacities?, 70
ERKENNTW1S 45, 48-50 (2009). Models contain necessary assumptions that isolate a cause, but they
contain many more constraints that are added to make the model work. Id. at 49. Without the
overconstraining factors, no results are possible; with them, however, "the results differ from case to
case." Id. at 50.
312. See Sugden, supra note 49, at 502-03; see also Mlki, supra note 56, at 32-41.
313. Maki, supranote 180, at 324-25.
314. Id. at 330.
315. Id. at 344; see MAki, supra note 56, at 30 (writing that the falsity of idealizing
assumptions "is not necessarily a reason for concern" because these assumptions are "strategic
falsehoods that serve the purpose of isolation").
316. Maki, supra note 56, at 40 ("Persuasiveness is a rhetorical version in which credibility
appears as a function of several things, such as the properties of the model, the beliefs of an
audience, the rhetorical skills of the modeler, and the academic institutions within which persuasion
takes place.").
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relations within the isolated field," the modeler's story about it attaches
to the model as "a looser and thicker commentary which gives flesh to
the thin skeleton and which may vary somewhat from audience to
audience."'3 1 7 All models contain unrealistic first-order assumptions, so
the economist makes second-order assumptions that explain and clarify
the purpose for those first-order assumptions.3" 8 The economist's story
31 9
therefore includes these explanations of the model's assumptions.
Musgrave recommends that economists "make it clear exactly which
sort of assumption they are making at any point in their
investigations. 3 20 The assumption that "the budget is balanced" could
be rendered as negligibility ("Whether or not the budget is balanced
makes no detectable difference to the phenomena being investigated"),
domain ("If the budget is balanced, then. . ."), or heuristic ("Assume for
the moment that the budget is balanced (we will relax this assumption
shortly)").32 1 Clarity is particularly important with negligibility and
domain assumptions: the simple assumption that "the budget is
balanced" could mean that budget imbalance has a negligible effect on
mean that the theory applies only when there is a
the theory, or it 3could
22
budget.
balanced
C. The Context of Model-Building:
Realistic Assumptionsfor Applied Economic Models
Many commentators in their assumptions ignored the context
within which a model was used.3 23 Some early writers, however,
cautioned that realism was more important for models applied to solve
real-world problems.3 24 For example, Hausman distinguished between
317. Maki, supra note 180, at 330-31; see Deirdre N. McCloskey, Storytelling in Economics, in
EcoNoMics AND HERMENEUTICS 59, 69 (Don Lavoie ed., 1991) (claiming that empirical
economists must explain the purpose of the model for the reader by telling stories about what did
and did not matter in choosing and constructing the model).
318. Hindriks, supra note 54, at406-08.
319. Mdki, supra note 180, at 331; see Friedman, supra note 51, at 7, 24-25 (writing that
economics is part language, including articulating rules for using the abstract math and logic of the
model); Mdki, supra note 180, at 330-31 (acknowledging that many omissions are often implicit but
the economist sometimes explains that certain factors are not considered or are assumed to have a
negligible impact).
320. Musgrave, supra note 54, at 385.
321. Id. at 385-86.
322. Id. at 381.
323. Maid, supra note 51, at 239-40.
324. See KAMARCK, supra note 242, at 6 (arguing that when theoretical models are applied to
solve real problems in the real economy, "to explain, predict, or change reality, then the model must
be externally consistent (isomorphic) with the real world"); Gibbard & Varian, supra note 22, at 671
(writing that when economists use models to extrapolate to new situations, there must be "some sort
of connection between the accuracy of the assumptions and the accuracy of the conclusions").
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models and theories. "Science consists not only of model making, but
also of offering theoretical hypotheses that maintain that a model applies
to the world. 325 So long as the economist works only within the model
doing nothing more than conceptual or mathematical exploration, then
the realism of the assumptions is irrelevant because the economist says
nothing about the real world.3 26 Economists are often concerned not
merely with developing theory but also with applying it to "agents,
markets, and institutions. 3 27 The problems of application are "thornier"
in economics than in the natural sciences, and models "will never apply
to economic reality cleanly. 3 28 In applying a model, one "assert[s] that
all the assumptions of the model are true of the relevant aspects
of reality."329
A trio of more recent articles have addressed this issue in more
detail. Gilboa et al. recognize the paradox that economics relies on
rigorous and precise statistical analyses built upon the "flimsy
foundation" of false basic assumptions.330 They resolve the paradox by
arguing that some reasoning in economics is case-based rather than rulebased, so "economists view themselves as generating the 'cases' to
which real problems might be analogous."33 ' Theorists do not
necessarily concern themselves with how realistic a model's
assumptions are because those models might be applied in any number
of situations or cases.332 It is in the application to a real situation that the
model can suggest conclusions via case-to-case induction.333 "In casebased (or, equivalently, analogical) reasoning ... the reasoner identifies
similar past cases and uses those cases to guide the prediction (or
classification, diagnosis, or ethical or legal judgment) in the
'
Unlike rule-based reasoning that requires
current case."334
establishing a "domain of applicability," case-based reasoning
involves making a "similarity judgment" between the current case

325.

DANIEL HAUSMAN, THE INEXACT AND SEPARATE SCIENCE OF ECONOMICS 76 (1992).

326. Id. at 79.
327. Id. at 80.
328. Id. at 81.
329. Id. at 76.
330. Gilboa et al., supra note 22, at F513-14.
331. Id. at F513; see Machlup, supra note 223, at 14 (recognizing that models have assumed
conditions, which are parts that are exchangeable depending upon application of the model, such as
the type of case: "the conditions which may vary from case to case and influence the outcome
significantly, but are sufficiently common to justify the construction of 'types' for theoretical
analysis," like types of goods involved and market position).
332. Gilboa et al., supranote 22, at F516.
333. Id. atF516.
334. Id. atF517.
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and the "totality of cases"-including theoretical cases-that suggest
335
different predictions.
Pfleiderer distinguishes between "bookshelf' or theoretical models
and models that are meant to be applied to the real world. 336 Cherrypicking assumptions, even unrealistic assumptions, allows economists to
reverse engineer problems to arrive at given types of results, which in
theoretical modeling is not necessarily a problem. 337 All models depend
upon simplifying assumptions, however, many of which are less than
perfect descriptions of reality.338 When a theoretical model is taken "off
the shelf' and applied to some problem in the real world, the cherrypicked assumptions may not stand out as contrived because the
economist might defend them as simplifying assumptions for purposes
of tractability. 339 The problem is magnified with complex models
because they might be built on a large number of dubious
assumptions.3 4 ° One can more easily recognize the dubious assumption
in a simpler model. 34' A more complex model might serve as a
"smokescreen" because it is more difficult to evaluate, particularly when
coupled with sophisticated mathematics. 342 Dubious claims are thus
given more credence than they deserve simply because theoretical
models exist that back up the claims.343 Yet these models and their
assumptions are not always subjected to sufficient critical evaluation of
their applicability to real-world problems. 31 "A model becomes a
chameleon when it is built on assumptions with dubious connections to
the real world but nevertheless has conclusions that are uncritically (or
not critically enough) applied to understanding our economy. '34 5
Chameleons are "harmful" when used to inform policy or for other
decision making. 346 When applying a bookshelf model to a real-world
problem, "we need to pass it through a filter asking straightforward
questions about the reasonableness of the assumptions and whether the
model ignores or fails to capture forces that we know or have good

335. Id. at F518; see Gibbard & Varian, supra note 22, at 665-66, 672-73 (writing that databased econometric models evolve from unrealistic theoretical models).
336. Pfleiderer, supra note 55, at 3.
337. Id. at 1-2.
338. Id. at 2.
339. Id.
340. Id. at 28.
341. Id.
342. Id. at 27-28.
343. Id. at 3.
344. Id.
345. Id. at 1.
346. Id.
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'
A chameleon model is one that
reason to believe are important."347
bypasses the reasonableness filter; when challenged, the proponent
retreats to the argument that it is simply a theoretical model and thus
immune from questions about its assumptions.3 48 No matter how
successfully they predict, however, models that are applied to real
problems should be judged by the realism of their assumptions.3 49 The
relevant question is therefore "what types of unrealism are relatively
innocuous-simplifications that make the model tractable and useful but
do not create a serious disconnect with the real world or take us into
fantasy land-and what types should lead us to reject the model."3 5
Pfleiderer recognizes that this question is not easy to answer and
involves judgment "because there are no readily available formal criteria
for determining what these filters should be and no unambiguous way to
set the threshold that determines what should be allowed to pass through
' The fact that reasonable people might disagree should not open
them."351
the door to taking models with questionable assumptions seriously.35
The "background knowledge that we have about the world we live in"
can serve to filter out models that are not useful for making decisions.3 53
Ng takes up the question of how to apply the realism filter as part of
his article about whether unrealistic assumptions and simplifications are
acceptable.354 We cannot evaluate assumptions in isolation but must
instead consider their specific context and purpose of use.355 "If they
simplify the analysis without changing the conclusions substantially,
they are acceptable; if they make the conclusions misleading, they are
' Depending upon context, the same assumption can be
not acceptable."356
acceptable or unacceptable.3 57 Accordingly, a very unrealistic
assumption that does not significantly alter the conclusion but merely

347. Id. at 5-6; see Gibbard & Varian, supra note 22, at 668 (writing that when "a model is
applied to a situation, we can ask how close to the truth its statements are").
348. Pfleiderer, supra note 55, at 7.
349. Id. at 16; see Gibbard & Varian, supra note 22, at 671 (arguing that there must be "some
sort of connection between the accuracy of the assumptions and the accuracy of the conclusions").
350. Pfleiderer, supra note 55, at 17.
351. Id. at 17,33.
352. Id. at 33-34.
353. Id.at 3; see id. at 32 (rephrasing argument as "when using economic models to understand
the economy we should not ignore or dismiss important background knowledge we have about the
real world").
at 198.
354. Ng, supra note 55, at 181; see id.
355. Id. at 183, 187.
356. Id. at 182; see SCHLEFER, supra note 5, at 276 ("Any assumption that crucially affects
answers should be realistic.").
357. Ng, supra note 55, at 187; see Gibbard & Varian, supra note 22, at 673 (writing that
applied models should "approximate[] reality to a degree sufficient for a purpose").
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serves to make the analysis simpler is a good assumption. 358 Ng
nevertheless argues that realistic assumptions are preferred-if they do
not compromise manageability-because they stand the test of time
359
better by allowing for broader applicability.
The problem still remains of how to apply Pfleiderer's realism filter
for applied models. 36" Although Ng does not offer a full answer, he does
state that "many cases may be clearly seen by just using common sense
and perhaps some simple economic intuition."3 6 ' The mathematical
models and statistical analysis as well as their results should therefore be
examined with common sense.36 2 If the results are unreasonable, then the
models should be reconsidered and the assumptions revised if
necessary.36 3 Common sense works when the lack of realism affects the
results in an obvious way.3" Where the unrealistic assumption is part of
a more complicated or less obvious analysis, then the "usefulness" of the
model's results are relevant.3 65 Ng's example involves the first- and
second-price sealed-bid auction, in which the highest bidder wins but
pays the amount offered by the second-highest bidder.366 This model
assures the item goes to the bidder who values it highest while also
yielding a high price because it eliminates the incentive to overbid and
underbid.36 7 A proof of this theory assumes that the bidders' estimates of
the lowest possible price the other bidder would bid are the same,
zero. 368 That assumption is obviously false because in reality bidders
base their amounts in part upon an estimate of what the rivals will bid;
accordingly, it is possible that the person who values the item most will
incorrectly estimate that the rival will bid less and thus lose the
auction.3 69 Ng concedes that such models are not necessarily "wrong"
from the perspective of the Gilboa et al. case-based approach, but they
are not useful because they lack similarity to the real world.370

358. Ng, supra note 55, at 183.
359. Id. at 182, 192-93.
360. Id. at 198.
361. Id; see id.at 187 (writing that common sense often allows for a judgment of the realism
of assumptions).
362. Id.at 198.
363. Id.
364. Id.at 184.
365. Id.at 184, 199.
366. Id.at 185.
367. Id. at 183-85.
368. Id. at 185.
369. Id. at 185-86.
370. Id. at 187; see KAMARCK, supra note 242, at 6 (writing that econometric models "have no
practical usefulness" when they assume accuracy and precision beyond what reality allows); Gilboa
et al., supra note 22, at F518.
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IV. A SYNTHESIS OF THE ASSUMPTIONS DEBATE

Taking an extreme position--either that all assumptions must be
realistic or that the realism of assumptions is irrelevant-is wrong. All
models have assumptions, and some assumptions in all models are
unrealistic in some way.37 1 Models function by simplifying and
abstracting from reality, which necessarily reduces and distorts it.372 This
does not warrant a "hard" reading of Friedman that the realism of
assumptions is completely irrelevant, however.37 3 Every second-order
assumption needs to be realistic in some way, and realism is even more
important for applied models.3 74 Answering questions about the
necessity for realistic assumptions therefore requires consideration of the
of the
way in which an assumption might be realistic, the 3 purpose
75
assumption, and the context in which a model is applied.
Given that all models function as surrogates or separate but
counterfactual worlds that parallel the real world, they can never be
"real," but they can be "realistic" or "unrealistic. 3 76 One type of
unrealisticness goes to the very definition of how models function.
Modelers select certain objects for study, so the model always isolates a
small portion of the world; similarly, abstraction involves isolating
general features from the many particulars of objects.3 77 In this way the
model is false in the sense that it does not tell the whole truth about the
real world, yet the model might be true (and therefore realistic)
regarding the insight that it offers about the isolated or abstracted
features.378 Another type of realisticness involves practical
considerations, so that realistic representations are testable and wellconfirmed by evidence in empirical tests while unrealistic ones are those
not confirmed by evidence.3 79 Drawing the line between realistic and
unrealistic here presents some problems. For example, the available
371. Friedman, supra note 51, at 7; Machlup, supra note 221, at 735; Maki, supra note 52, at
239-41; Melitz, supra note 232, at 38-39, 42; Nagel, supra note 235, at 212.
372. HAuSMAN, supra note 325, at 81; Friedman, supra note 51, at 14-15; Machlup, supra note
237, at 581; Mtki, supra note 180, at 318, 324-25, 330-31.
373. Friedman, supra note 51, at 14-15; Mayer, supra note 307, at 214.
374. E.g., Friedman, supra note 51, at 13-28; Gibbard & Varian, supra note 22, at 668-69;
Hindriks, supra note 54, at 402, 408; Melitz, supra note 232, at 42, 44; Ng, supra note 55, at 187;
Pfleiderer, supra note 55, at 16.
375. Gibbard & Varian, supra note 22, at 665, 673; Maki, supra note 52, at 239-40, 249; Ng,
supra note 55, at 183, 187.
376. MdIki, supra note 52, at 248; see Sugden, supra note 185, at 17-18.
377. Maki, supra note 180, at 318; Nagel, supra note 235, at 213-14.
378. Mayer, supra note 307, at 217; Maki, supra note 52, at 243-44; Malki, supra note 180, at
324-25, 330-31, 344; Nagel, supra note 235, at 214.
379. Friedman, supranote 51, at 10-13; MIdi, supra note 52, at 243; Maki, Aspects, supra note
53, at 314.
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evidence may speak for false statements or against true statements,
though if the evidence disconfirms a statement, it should be considered
false.38 ° Sometimes, the modeler cannot establish test conditions, or no
evidence exists for or against the statement.3 81 In these situations,
another type of realisticness comes to the fore. Plausibility relates to the
weight that the audience gives to the similarity of the model with the real
world, to whether people believe that a statement could be true about the
world as they know it to be.382 For example, assumptions might link
together in a coherent way that the audience finds plausible, or several
assumptions might not cohere and thus raise suspicions with the
audience about the model.383 The audience considers plausibility based
in part upon common sense and in part upon "relevant experiences" like
running businesses, buying and selling, and hiring and firing.384
Building upon Musgrave and Mdki, Hindriks established a
framework of first-order and second-order assumptions. 385 First-order
assumptions pertain only to the model world because they state that
some factor is absent, has no effect on the phenomenon under
investigation, or cannot be measured or solved. 386 Second-order
assumptions function at a higher level because they allow the modeler to
connect the model world to the real world by explicating the purpose for
or reason why he has imposed the first-order assumption. 387 The secondorder assumptions are negligibility assumptions, applicability
assumptions, and tractability assumptions.3 88
Negligibility assumptions recognize that some factor exists in the
real world that might affect the results of the study, but the effect is so

380. Leontief, supra note 248, at 2; Melitz, supra note 232, at 46; Moki, supra note 52, at 242;
Nagel, supra note 235, at 214-15; Samuelson, supra note 220, at 236.
381. Bear & Off, supra note 279, at 194-95; KOOPMANs, supra note 212, at 140; Friedman,
supra note 51, at 10; Machlup, supra note 223, at 15; Maki, supra note 52, at 241.
382. Friedman, supra note 51, at 23-28; Mki, supra note 52, at 242; Sugden, supra note 49, at
501-02.
383. Sugden, supra note 49, at 503-04.
384. Maki, Aspects, supra note 53, at 314; Mayer, supra note 307, at 217; Ng, supra note 55, at
198; Pfleiderer, supra note 55, at 3.
385. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 402; see Mki, Assumptions, supra note 54passim; Musgrave,
supra note 54 passim.
386. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 406-08, 412.
387. Id. at 407-08, 412; see Melitz, supra note 232, at 49-50.
388. The term tractability is preferred to heuristic because the need to make knowingly false
assumptions occurs in every model, not only in early-stage models. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 416
(writing that the term "tractability" "better serves the purpose of improving our understanding of the
immediate reasons or purposes that motivate economists for imposing assumptions they take to be
false"); see id. at 411-12 (describing tractability assumptions); Machlup, supra note 223, at 12-14
(calling assumed conditions about unobservable facts part of every model).
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minimal that the factor can be ignored as irrelevant.389 Several
negligibility assumptions may combine so that the joint effect of several
factors is negligible even though individually each has a non-negligible
effect on results, or each factor in isolation may have a negligible effect
but then combine to have a non-negligible effect.3 9 ° Applicability
assumptions restrict the usability of the model to certain situations.3 9 1
The modeler recognizes that some factor has a non-negligible impact on
the results of the study so assumes that the model applies only to
situations in which that factor is absent.3 92 Tractability assumptions
relate to theoretical or empirical problems that cannot be solved.3 93
Modelers impose theoretical tractability assumptions to simplify the
development of a theory or to make understanding easier.394 Modelers
impose empirical tractability assumptions when applying models to
actual situations because they lack certain data about those situations,
such as if the data are unobservable or unavailable, if data collection
methods have changed over time, or if the available measurement
instruments are insufficiently sophisticated.3 95 Tractability is a separate
category because the modeler recognizes that the effect of imposing the
first-order assumption is non-negligible and that the first-order
assumption is believed to be false.396 Tractability assumptions are
nevertheless essential because they allow the modeler to narrow the
scope of the study to something manageable by cutting through the size
and complexity of the real world.3 97 The modeler makes idealizations as
well as exclusions, including omitting factors from the model that are
undetectable even though they might have a non-negligible effect on
the results.3 98

389. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 407; Mgki, Assumptions, supra note 54, at 320; Melitz, supra
note 232, at 40-42; Musgrave, supra note 54, at 378-80.
390. M.ki, Assumptions, supra note 54, at 323.
391. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 408; Musgrave, supra note 54, at 381; see Machlup, supra
note 223, at 12-15; Nagel, supra note 235, at 212.
392. Friedman, supra note 51, at 16-23; Nagel, supra note 235, at 215; Mki, Assumptions,
supra note 54, at 323-24.
393. Hindriks, Unobservability, supra note 286, at 392; Hindriks, supra note 54, at 412;
Musgrave, supranote 54, at 382-83.
394. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 413-14; Musgrave, supra note 54, at 383.
395. KOOPMANS, supra note 212, at 140; Bear & Orr, supra note 279, at 194-95; Hindriks,
supra note 54, at 413-14; see Mdki, Assumptions, supra note 54, at 320 (discussing the problem of
undetectability because of limits on cognitive capacities or measurement instruments and
distinguishing undetectability from negligibility).
396. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 414.
397. Mdki, Aspects, supra note 53, at 310.
398. Maki, supranote 180, at 325-26, 330-31; M.ki,Assumptions, supra note 54, at 321-22.
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First-order assumptions can be unrealistic but second-order
assumptions must be realistic. 99 First-order assumptions include
declining to consider some factor in the model that is present in the real
world, or limiting the domain in which the model operates, or treating
some unknown evidence as known. 400 The second-order assumption
states why the non-considered factor is negligible, or explains why the
model applies only to certain situations, or justifies why some
idealization or omission makes the model more tractable. 40 1 Economics
is both math and natural language, and here we see the necessity for
precise language: because the modeler might make the first-order
assumption for different second-order purposes, the modeler should use
specific language to clarify whether the assumption is permissible
because of negligibility ("X has no significant effect on the model's
results"), applicability ("If domain X, then the model applies to yield
valid results"), or tractability ("Omitting / idealizing X because it is
unknowable allows the model to yield valid results"). 4 2 These
statements, explanations, and justifications are facts and thus could be
true or false." 3 Put another way, the negligibility, applicability, and
tractability assumptions need to be realistic in some important way and
cannot be unrealistic in some fatal way.
For example, a modeler excludes a factor as negligible because he
assumes that that factor from the real world has an insignificant effect on
the model's results.4 ' The assumption is unrealistic in the sense that the
model gives only a partial representation of the world as we know it: it
does not tell the whole truth.40 5 If that factor indeed has a negligible
effect on the results, however, then it is unimportant to the modeler's
purpose, so unrealisticness in the sense of incompleteness is
acceptable.40 6 Indeed, ontological concerns justify the negligibility
assumption because it allows the elimination of irrelevant details to
focus better on the essential ones.40 7 Partiality thus makes the model
399. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 402-06.
400. Id. at 407-08, 414.
401. Id. at 411, 414; see Mtki, Assumptions, supra note 54 passim; Musgrave, supra note 54
passim.
402. Musgrave, supra note 54, at 385-86; see Friedman, supra note 51, at 7 (writing that theory
has a language component); Miki, supra note 52, at 330-31; Maki, supra note 56, at 40;
McCloskey, supra note 317, at 69.
403. SCHLEFER, supra note 5, at 23, 280; Mdki, supra note 52, at 242; Melitz, supra note 232,
at 49-50.
404. Hindriks, supranote 54, at 407; Maki, Assumptions, supra note 54, at 320.
405. M ki, supra note 52, at 243-44; Mayer, supra note 307, at 217.
406. Friedman, supra note 51, at 14-15; Meltiz, supra note 217, at 40; Ng, supra note 55, at
183.
407. HAUSMAN, supra note 325, at 76; Machlup, supra note 237, at 581; M.id, Aspects, supra
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more realistic by focusing on the essential features to capture some
significant truth about those features.4" 8 If the excluded factor has a nonnegligible effect on the results, however, then it is relevant to the
modeler's purpose.4" 9 For example, if the evidence disconfirms the
assumption in a material way, then the assumption is unrealistic.4 10
Disconfirmation is not necessarily fatal, however, if it relates to the
"excess baggage" of a "fat" assumption that is stated more broadly than
necessary: in that circumstance, the modeler should revise the
assumption.4 11 Untestable factors create a thornier issue because their
undetectability is a separate consideration from their negligibility. 412 The
audience should be skeptical when a modeler omits a factor that is
undetectable but then argues that it is negligible because, if undetectable,
then the factor may or may not be negligible.4 13
For applicability, economists might limit a model to certain
situations because it does not yield valid results outside of that
domain.414 So long as the model is applied in that domain, then the
model is realistic.4" 5 Modelers should strive for clarity in articulating that
an assumption limits applicability to a certain domain because the
assumption might be misconstrued as negligibility, 4 6 resulting in
application to a domain where the effect of the factor is nonnegligible. 417 Attempting to apply the model to a case outside that
domain is unrealistic because it might be proven empirically false and
therefore unacceptable. 41 8 A model that happens only to have been
applied to certain domains but that does not have the second-order
assumption restricting its application to that domain, presents a different
issue because many assumed conditions of a model are
interchangeable. 4 19 Economic modeling relies upon analogies and
inductive reasoning, so economists turn to prior models to yield insights
note 53, at 316-17; Maki, Assumptions, supra note 54, at 344; Nagel, supra note 235, at 214.
408. Machlup, supra note 237, at 581; Mdki Aspects, supra note 53, at 314; Mki, supra note
180, at 344; Melitz, supra note 232, at 41.
409. Nagel, supra note 235, at 215.
410. Mdki, supranote 52, at 242; Mayer, supra note 307, at 218; Machlup, supra note 223, at
11-12, 17-18; Melitz, supra note 232, at 46; Samuelson, supra note 220, at 236.
411. Cartwright, supra note 311, at 48-50; Mayer, supra note 307, at 218; Ng, supra note 55, at
198.
412. Maki, Assumptions, supra note 54, at 320.
413. Id. at 321; Melitz, supra note 232, at 40.
414. Friedman, supra note 51, at 18-19; Machlup, supra note 223, at 14; Nagel, supra note
235, at 215.
415. Nagel, supra note 235, at 215.
416. Musgrave, supra note 54, at 381.
417. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 413-14.
418. Mayer, supra note 307, at 218.
419. Friedman, supra note 51, at 26-28; Machlup, supra note 223, at 12-14.
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about new cases. 420 Indeed, one type of applicability assumption relates
to the types of cases that have sufficiently common, though inexact,
conditions so that the model applies to certain types of cases like goods,
market position, and consumption. 42 1 This includes relying upon
theoretical models to answer questions in an applied setting; the process
requires making judgments about the similarity of the prior models to
the new case.42 2 In this way, the assumption of applicability is realistic if
it is plausible. If the audience believes that the model bears sufficient
resemblance to the current case4 23to shed insight on it, then plausibility
functions as a proxy for validity.
Applying theoretical models to answer practical questions relates to
they false,
assumptions-be
unrealistic
Highly
tractability.
disconfirmed, or implausible-are acceptable in theoretical models as an
early step toward more specificity. 42 4 Modelers relax these assumptions
as they develop a body of theory that can lead to econometric
applications. 425 Theoretical tractability therefore offers another rationale
for not automatically rejecting as unrealistic a theoretical model on the
grounds that it has never been applied to a particular case.426
In applying theoretical models to answer practical questions,
however, we should treat tractability assumptions with caution because
those could serve to mask a lack of applicability to real-world problems,
particularly in more complex models that have multiple assumptions.427
When economists apply theoretical models to inform policy or other
practical issues, the decision maker should not accept the results merely
because some theoretical model exists to back them.428 Instead, she
should pass the assumptions through a reasonableness filter and ask
"whether the model ignores or fails to capture forces that we know or
have good reason to believe are important. '4 29 Reasonableness relates to
420. Gibbard & Varian, supra note 22, at 665-66; Gilboa et al., supra note 22, at F516-18;
Machlup, supra note 223, at 14.
421. Machlup, supra note 223, at 14.
422. Gibbard & Varian, supra note 22, at 671-72; Gilboa et al., supra note 22, at F518; Mayer,
supra note 307, at 217-18; see Friedman, supra note 51, at 5.
423. Friedman, supra note 51, at 28; Gilboa et al., supra note 22, at F517-18; Rotwein, supra
note 214, at 568-69.
424. HAUSMAN, supra note 325, at 79; KAMARCK, supra note 242, at 6; Maki, Assumptions,
supra note 54, at 325-27; Nagel, supranote 235, at 215.
425. Machlup, supra note 237, at 572-73; Musgrave, supra note 54, at 383; Nagel, supra note
235, at 216.
426. Hindriks, supra note 54, at 413-14; see Machlup, supra note 223, at 14 (claiming that
assumed conditions that can be exchanged in later models are "rarely observed").
427. Pfleiderer, supra note 55, at 1-3, 28-29; see KAMARCK, supra note 242, at 6; Sugden,
supra note 49, at 503-04.
428. Pfleiderer, supra note 55, at 3, 5-6.
429.

Id. at 5-6.
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realisticness in the sense of plausibility, to evaluating the assumptions in
light of common sense and our background knowledge of the world.43
Reasonableness also suggests something more than plausibility because
common sense might not be enough when faced with a more
complicated or less obvious analysis.43 1 Plus, the fact that reasonable
people might disagree does not render the model acceptable.432 While
the presence of implausible assumptions normally only reduces the
acceptability of the model, a theoretical model might be so unreasonable
as to be of no utility when applied.433
Empirical tractability raises different concerns than theoretical. A
modeler might attempt to justify an assumption on the grounds of
tractability, but if evidence is available that disconfirms some
idealization or shows an omission is non-negligible, then the assumption
is not about tractability and can be treated as unrealistic in the sense of
empirically false.434 As discussed above, however, sometimes the
modeler lacks or cannot test evidence about some factor that may or may
not have a negligible effect on the model's results. The mere absence of
evidence does not prevent the construction of a model that either omits
that factor or assumes some idealization about the factor. 43 5 After all,
rejecting all models with omissions and idealizations would mean the
end of the discipline of economics, which unlike hard sciences relies
upon data culled from a chaotic real world filled with many unknowns
and unobservables. 43 6 Even an unrealistic assumption that does not alter
conclusions significantly but helps make the analysis simpler is a "good
assumption. ' '43 7 Dealing with empirical tractability omissions and
idealizations therefore raises a question of realisticness as plausibility: in
light of the reasons for lacking evidence of some factor, is the
assumption believable in light of what the audience knows about the
43 8
real world?

430. Ng, supra note 55, at 187, 198; Pfleiderer, supra note 55, at 3, 20, 32.
431. Ng, supra note 55, at 185-86, 199; see Samuelson, supra note 220, at 236.
432. Pfleiderer, supra note 55, at 33-34.
433. KAMARCK, supra note 242, at 6; Melitz, supra note 232, at 46, 52; Ng, supra note 55, at
187.
434. Mdki, supra note 52, at 243; Mayer, supra note 307, at 218; Machlup, supra note 223, at
11-12, 17-18; Melitz, supra note 232, at 46; Samuelson, supranote 220, at 236.
435. Mdki, Aspects, supra note 53, at 310-14.
436. HAUSMAN, supra note 325, at 81; Friedman, supra note 51, at 10.
437. Ng, supra note 55, at 183.
438. Mdki, Aspects, supranote 53, at 314.
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V. THE SYNTHESIS APPLIED: WHEN DOES THE JUDGE OR THE JURY

EVALUATE WHETHER A MODEL'S ASSUMPTION IS REALISTIC?
While many similarities exist across all cases where parties seek to
introduce expert testimony based upon economic models, parties use
models in different types of cases (employment, antitrust, contracts, and
business torts) for different purposes (to show discrimination, prove
causation, or measure damages) and always with a unique set of facts.
When the opponent challenges an expert's model as having unrealistic
assumptions, the economics methodologists show that the evaluation of
those assumptions requires consideration of the modeler's purpose for
making a particular assumption and that their realisticness makes sense
only in context. Rather than a question for the gatekeeper or for the
factfinder, the inquiry should focus on the purpose of the particular
second-order assumption-negligibility, applicability, or tractabilityand whether the assumption is realistic or unrealistic in light of that
purpose in the context of the case. While all models simplify so that
omitted variables will often not affect admissibility, judges can decline
to admit testimony which is false because disconfirmed by the evidence
or for which the modeler has no explanation for challenged assumptions,
but they should admit others for the jury to weigh their plausibility.
Where common sense does not help, such as if the model is particularly
complex, the judge might consider admitting the testimony to then
evaluate its sufficiency.
The existence of unrealistic assumptions should not result in the
court automatically declining to admit the expert testimony or even
inferring unreliability. All models have unrealistic assumptions and are
even defined by them: the process of simplifying by ignoring irrelevant
factors to focus on the essential ones allows the economist to draw
conclusions about the object of study.43 9 Accordingly, all models are

unrealistic in the sense of reduction because they do not tell the whole
truth about the world, yet they are realistic if they provide some insight
about the isolated phenomena under consideration." This scholarship
comports with evidence law: the Supreme Court in Bazemore v. Friday
ruled that failure to include all relevant variables affects a model's
probity but not its admissibility," 1 so declining to include a relevant
variable does not render the model irrelevant and thus inadmissible
439. See supra text accompanying notes 371-72, 406-07; see also Klock, supra note 21, at 196.
440. See supra text accompanying notes 377-78.
441. Bazemore v. Friday, 478 U.S. 385, 400 (1986); see, e.g., Klock, supra note 21, at 197
("Good assumptions simplify the analysis while yielding accurate predictions, and either draw
attention to what is important or what is unimportant."); Lawsky, supra note 56, at 1687-88 (writing
that all models simplify and omit facts about the real world).
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under FRE 402.4 2 Consider the employment discrimination case from
the Introduction, Derrickson v. Circuit City Stores, Inc., where the
plaintiffs proffered an econometric model to correlate adverse
employment actions with race. 4 3 The court admitted the model over the
defendant's objection that it lacked an important variable, store
location. 4 This decision was correct because the model included
several other relevant variables-education, experience, and job titleso the jury should weigh how much insight it provides about the
defendant's potential discriminatory conduct even though store location
is not included." 5 Under this reasoning, the court's decision in Morgan
v. United Parcel Service of America, Inc. to keep the economics expert
from the jury is incorrect. 6 The plaintiffs also brought race
discrimination claims which they tried to show through an econometric
model, but the court found that the expert included too few performance
records as explanatory variables, which rendered the probative value of
the model too slight." 7 The opposing expert pointed to no statistical
problems with the plaintiffs model; to the contrary, including the
additional performance evaluations increased the number of variables so
much that they resulted in a lower statistical significance of the
explanatory variables." 8 Rather than let the perfect be the enemy of the
good, courts should accept that all models simplify reality to
derive conclusions, so omitted variables do not necessarily make
models unrealistic. 44 9
The methodologists have identified different types of realisticness
and of assumptions, so that an assumption unrealistic in one way might
be realistic in another that supports the validity of the model. 450 For
example, the expert in Conwood Co. v. United States Tobacco Co.
assumed that, because plaintiff had a 6.5-to-8.1 percent increase in
market share in states where it already had a foothold, it would have had
the same increase in states where it did not.451 This assumption is
unrealistic because false: plaintiff did not have a market share increase

442. FED. R. EviD. 402; see Lawsky, supra note 56, at 1687-88 (recognizing that models are
still credible when they exclude factors that are known to exist in the real world if those factors are
irrelevant to the model's purpose).

443.
444.

Derrickson v. Circuit City Stores, Inc., 84 F. Supp. 2d 679, 683, 688-90 (D. Md. 2000).
Id. at 689-90.

445.
446.
447.
448.
449.
450.
451.

Id.
Morgan v. United Parcel Serv. of Am., Inc., 380 F.3d 459, 469-72 (8th Cir. 2004).
Id. at 461-62, 471-72.
Hersch & Bullock, supra note 2, at 2411-12.
See Allensworth, supra note 1, at 832, 864.
See supra text accompanying notes 377-84, 403.
290 F.3d. 768, 793 (6th Cir. 2002).
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in the low-foothold states. 4 52 The context of this model is antitrust
litigation, however, and the purpose for making the assumption is so the
model can measure damages as the difference between plaintiff's actual
market share and the market share it would have had but for the antitrust
violation.4 53 The assumption that plaintiff would have had similar
growth in states where defendant already dominated the market so much
that its anticompetitive acts had a greater impact is therefore realistic if
plausible.454 Plausibility relates to common sense, to everyday
experiences like running a business and purchasing goods, the very
things the expert assumed.455 These same considerations justify the role
of jurors in making common-sense inferences and assessing evidenceincluding expert testimony-in light of their own experiences with how
the world works. 45 6 The plausibility of this assumption is therefore an
issue of weight for the jury.
The methodological scholarship cuts both ways so that courts
should not default to the other extreme of admitting all economics expert
testimony. We cannot rely on a (mis)reading of Friedman's thesis that
realistic assumptions are irrelevant to a model's validity 457 to justify
sending all model-based testimony to a jury. Some types of
unrealisticness can affect the validity of the model, such as when
evidence disconfirms some factor that affects the results in a material
way. 4 8 The Supreme Court made this same point in Kumho Tire when it
stated that reliability related not only to the reasonableness of the
method but also to the analysis of data to draw conclusions about the
case at hand. 45 9 For example, the expert in the antitrust case Concord
Boat Corp. v. Brunswick Corp. assumed that a competitive market
would have resulted in defendant Brunswick having a fifty percent
market share in the stem drive engine market against a competitor with
an equal product, so its actual market share of seventy-eight percent was
unlawful 460 The circuit court found the expert's use of the model
problematic because it "was not grounded in the economic reality of the

452. Id.at 780.
453. Id. at 772; Todd & Jewell, supra note 5, at 285-86, 301.
454. 290 F.3d. at 774-80; see Friedman, supra note 51, at 23-28; Maki, supra note 52, at 243;
Sugden, supra note 49, at 502.
455. M.dki, Aspects, supra note 53, at 314; Mayer, supra note 307, at 217; Ng, supra note 55, at
198; Pfleiderer, supra note 55, at 3.
456. See supra Part I.A., D.
457. Friedman, supra note 51, at 14-15.
458. See supra text accompanying notes 386-87.
459. Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 153-54 (1999).
460. Concord Boat Corp. v. Brunswick Corp., 207 F.3d 1039, 1046-47 (8th Cir. 2000).
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stem drive engine market, for it ignored inconvenient evidence."46 ' The
"inconvenient evidence" was that Brunswick had already achieved a
market share of seventy-five percent prior to the allegedly
anticompetitive acts of establishing a discount program and acquiring
other engine companies.462 This assumption is "not grounded in
economic reality" because disconfirmed by the evidence, and this
unrealistic assumption is material to proving causation and measuring
damages.46 3 While experts can revise some "fat" assumptions to make
them conform with the evidence, 4" that is not possible in this context
because the purpose of the model is to measure damages caused by
Brunswick's anticompetitive acts; the evidence shows those acts had no
effect on its market share, so the assumption is false. Judges therefore
retain some gatekeeping role in evaluating reliability to prevent
testimony based upon dubious models from reaching a jury.
Because assumptions can be unrealistic in one way but realistic in
another, experts must specify the second-order purpose for each
challenged assumption so that the judge can determine whether the
assumption might be unrealistic because controverted by the evidence or
whether it is potentially realistic as plausible and therefore for the jury to
weigh. Legal commentators and Daubert admonish experts to have
"good grounds" for their opinion.465 Plus, courts have declined to admit
testimony where the economics expert lacked explanations for
assumptions. For example, the trial court in Lippe v. Bairnco Corp.466
excluded expert testimony because of "indicia of unreliability" like the
expert's "inability to explain a number of variables and assumptions
used in his analysis, such as price/earnings multipliers, income
projections, and which companies were comparable to those being
valued., 467 The circuit court affirmed and also found that the expert
lacked "meaningful explanation" for some of the assumptions. 468 The
methodological scholarship justifies declining to admit expert testimony
that lacks specific explanations for assumptions. All models have
unrealistic first-order assumptions, but the purpose of second-order
assumptions is to explain their purpose, whether negligibility,
461. Id. at 1056.
462. Id.; see SCHLEFER, supra note 5, at 27 (recognizing "the powerful temptation to modelbuilders... of ignoring inconvenient facts that don't fit their models").
463. Todd & Jewell, supra note 5, at 317-19.
464. Mayer, supra note 307, at 218; Ng, supra note 55, at 184, 192-94, 198.
465. Loptaka & Page, supra note 2, at 627; Todd, supra note 3, at 985-86; see also Daubert v.
Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 590 (1993).
466. 99 Fed. Appx. 274 (2d Cir. 2004).
467. Id. at 279.
468. Id. at 278-79.
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applicability, or tractability. 6 9 Some scholars have advocated rephrasing
470 One
ambiguous assumptions to make this purpose more explicit.
justification for admitting questionable models is that the narrative about
the model as a credible world is targeted toward a specific audience,
471
Because the model and the language
which in litigation is the jury.

that the expert uses to explain its assumptions are two separate but
47 2
necessary components of economic activity, the court need only admit
473
expert testimony if the modeler has a story for the jury.
Stating the reasons why an assumption aids negligibility,
applicability, or tractability could help reduce vagueness and ambiguity
and thus allow the court to articulate a sound basis for its admissibility

4 74
decision. Consider In re Live Concert Antitrust Litigation, where the

plaintiff class alleged that monopolistic practices resulted in increased
concert ticket prices. 475 The court excluded economic expert testimony
in a before-and-after analysis comparing prices in the 1990s with those
in the 2000s for failing to consider two variables: differences in artist
quality that might account for higher ticket prices, and the emergence of
downloadable music in the late 1990s that might have led bands to
charge more for tickets to offset lost album sales. 476 To the extent the
court found the model unrealistic in the sense of incomplete, it has no
basis for declining to admit it. Artist quality and downloadable music
might be relevant factors, but, as already discussed, they do not render a
model that excludes them irrelevant and thus inadmissible. 477 Plus,
inaccurate assumptions may weaken but not necessarily eliminate the
effect predicted by the model.4 78 Accordingly, because time is an
essential factor in a before-and-after analysis, then a model that
calculates damages based upon different prices over time offers some
insight, so the jury should consider that testimony as one part of the
479
larger evidentiary whole.
More specificity about the purpose for omitting consideration of
artist quality and downloadable music from the model could show that
469. See supra text accompanying notes 385-88, 399-401.
470. Musgrave, supra note 54, at 381, 385-86; see Mgki, supra note 180, at 330-31.
471. See supra text accompanying notes 312-22.
472. Friedman, supra note 51, at 7, 24-25; Maki, supra note 180, at 331.
473. Todd, supra note 3, at 1024-25; see Lawsky, supra note 56, at 1691 (calling a model
"more useful if the author is explicit about the assumptions and limitations inherent in the model").
474. 863 F. Supp. 2d 966 (C.D. Cal. 2012).
475. Id. at 982.
476. Id. at 978-79.
477. See infra text accompanying notes 514-15.
478. See Allensworth, supra note 1, at 845.
479. See supra Part HID; see also Molyneaux, supra note 23, at 1056-57 (describing how the
before-and-after analysis works).
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those assumptions are realistic or unrealistic in other ways. For example,
omitting artist quality from the model because that factor has a
negligible effect on ticket prices is unrealistic as implausible: our
common experience as purchasers of concert tickets suggests that more
popular bands can and do charge more.48 ° Omitting artist quality from
the model because that qualitative factor cannot be quantified, however,
may be a plausible empirical tractability assumption: the specific reasons
why evidence of quality does not exist or cannot be tested provides a
rationale for constructing a model without it, so the jury should consider
these reasons. 48 1 The expert cannot justify the second assumption about
downloadable music as having a negligible impact because the evidence
shows a spike in ticket prices in 1998 and 1999, thus disconfirming a
negligibility assumption.482 Given that evidence exists of a spike in
ticket prices that corresponds with downloadable music, the expert
cannot make a plausible empirical tractability assumption for omitting
it. 483 In short, the assumption about artist quality could probably go to
the fact-finder to assess plausibility, but the assumption about
downloadable music is unrealistic because controverted by the evidence,
thus rendering the model unreliable and therefore inadmissible.
Specificity also helps assess the realisticness of applicability
assumptions.4 84 Consider Lithuanian Commerce Corp. v. Sara Lee
Hosiery,485 where a Lithuanian distributor brought fraud, contract,
tortious interference, and other claims against a U.S. manufacturer for
allegedly defective pantyhose.4 86 The court declined to admit an expert's
damages calculation, in part because it relied upon a study of U.S.
women's purchasing patterns for pantyhose to predict the amount of
purchases by Baltic women.487 If that U.S. study had restricted its
applicability to the domain of domestic purchasers, then the court's
ruling to exclude the testimony for this reason is supportable by
economics methodologists. 488 The court makes no mention of any
restrictions in the domain of the study, however, instead finding only
that the expert's assumption of similarity between the study and the case

480.
481.
482.

See supra text accompanying notes 396-99, 404-05.
See supra text accompanying notes 450, 453.
See supra text accompanying notes 424-25.

483.

In re Live Concert Antitrust Litig., 863 F. Supp. 2d 966, 971-81; see supra text

accompanying note 434.
484. See supra text accompanying notes 416-17.
485.

179 F.R.D. 450, 454 (D.N.J. 1998).

486.
487.
488.

Id. at 454.
Id. at 454, 462.
See supratext accompanying notes 429-30, 433.
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'
was "dubious."489
The court cited to Joiner, which seems to provide
justification because that court had ruled that animal studies were not
applicable to show causation in humans. 49' This ignores the command of
Daubert and the Comments to FRE 702 that, as we move away from the
scientific method, the court should look to the methods of the particular
field. 491 Economists can reason about new cases by applying previous
models and by making similarity judgments about the previous cases
with the instant one.492 Indeed, economists construct econometric
models based in part upon purely theoretical models that have unrealistic
assumptions, so reference to prior models should not automatically bar
exclusion.4 93 The relevant question is therefore whether it is plausible
that a study of U.S. purchases of pantyhose could apply to yield insight
about Baltic purchases of pantyhose.49 4 Since jurors are purchasers of
products, their common sense and everyday experiences are sufficient to
evaluate plausibility.4 95 Accordingly, when common sense and everyday
experiences allow for an assessment of the plausibility of prior modelssuch as by comparing the products, businesses, or markets in one study
with that of another-then the court should admit the expert testimony
based upon a new model for the jury to evaluate.49 6
The plausibility of empirical tractability assumptions should
typically be for juries to assess. The model is a counterfactual world that
nevertheless can be a credible world if it provides insight about the real
world.497 When evidence of some factor does not exist or cannot be
tested, the expert nevertheless constructs a model that idealizes or omits
that factor.4 98 If the expert claims that the idealization or omission is
necessary for the model to achieve a litigation-related purpose, then its
realisticness is an issue of plausibility and thus for the jury.4 99 If the
expert asserts empirical tractability but testable evidence exists for that
factor, then the judge can keep that testimony from the jury if it is false
because disconfirmed. °° These distinctions reconcile the seemingly

489. Lithuanian Commerce Corp., 179 F.R.D. at 460-61.
490. Id. at 457 (citing Gen. Elec. Co. v. Joiner, 118 S.Ct. 512, 519 (1997); Target Mkt. Publ'g,
Inc. v. ADVO, Inc., 136 F.3d 1139, 1143 (7th Cir.1998)).
491. FED. R. EVID. 702 Committee Notes on Rules-2000 Amendment; Kumho Tire Co. v.
Carmichael, 526 U.S.137, 138.
492. See supra text accompanying notes 434-36.
493. See supra text accompanying notes 437-38.
494. See supra text accompanying note 437.
495. Mlki, Aspects, supra note 53, at 314; see supra text accompanying notes 79-87.
496. See Todd & Jewell, Copa, supra note 35, at 649-50.
497. Sugden, supra note 49, at 502-03; see Mkid, supra note 56, at 39-41.
498. See supra text accompanying notes 328-31, 397-400.
499. See supra text accompanying notes 454-57.
500. See Machlup, supra note 223, at 11-12, 17-18; Maki, supra note 52, at 243; Mayer, supra
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different outcomes in Polymer Dynamics and Nebraska Plastics. The
expert in Polymer Dynamics reviewed business records to determine the
plaintiffs "as if' condition (the revenues that plaintiff actually earned)
and "but for" condition (an assumption that plaintiff would have earned
certain revenues but for the defendant's defective machinery)." 1 This
counterfactual world is necessary for plaintiff to prove damages.
Because the business records do not controvert the "but for" conditionafter all, the purpose for constructing the model is to create a world
where defendant's machines did not cause plaintiff any harm-then the
plausibility of this tractability assumption is for the jury. By contrast, the
expert in Nebraska Plastics attempted to frame a disconfirmable factor
as tractability by assuming that all siding panels would be subject to
warranty claims because all of the panels would fade.5" 2 This assumption
was contrary to the evidence: the rate and amount of fading varied by
geographical region so that not all siding would fade enough in the tenyear warranty period to warrant filing a claim, plus after almost ten
years, purchasers had filed claims on only 3.5% of panels.50 3 Further, the
expert could have tested this evidence by conducting a historical
warranty claim analysis but did not.50 4
The discussion so far has focused on scenarios with models that
have one or two questionable assumptions that are somewhat
straightforward as to their disconfirmability or plausibility. Many
models have numerous assumptions, however, such as Lithuanian
Commerce Corp., where the U.S. study was but one of several dubious
assumptions. 5 The court might evaluate each challenged assumption
independently according to the standards already discussed and admit
the testimony if none of the assumptions is fatally flawed. If the model
does not have any one fatal assumption but instead many questionable
ones-like the eighteen noted by the court in Lippe v. Bairnco-then
that calls the credibility of the entire model into doubt, but perhaps not
enough to warrant declining to admit the expert testimony. °6 After all, if
the challenged assumptions relate to negligibility, then these joint
negligibility assumptions might be realistic in isolation but not when
note 307, at 218; Melitz, supranote 232, at 46; Samuelson, supra note 220, at 236.
501. Polymer Dynamics, Inc. v. Bayer Corp., 67 Fed. R. Evid. Serv. 201, 205 (E.D. Pa. 2005).
502. Neb. Plastics, Inc. v. Holland Colors Americas, Inc., 408 F.3d 410, 416, 416 n.2 (8th Cir.
2005).
503. Id.
504. Id.at416n.3.
505. Lithuanian Commerce Corp. v. Sara Lee Hosiery, 179 F.R.D. 450, 460-61 (D.N.J. 1998).
506. Lippe v. Baimco Corp., 99 Fed. Appx. 274, 278-79 (2d Cir. 2004); see Sugden, supra
note 49, at 503-04 (writing that the audience might be skeptical of assumptions that seem arbitrary
but deem the model credible the assumptions fit together naturally).
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combined, or unrealistic in isolation but then realistic when combined. °7
The issue is even thornier when experts incorporate a theoretical model
that has multiple unrealistic theoretical tractability assumptions.
Constructing applied models from theoretical models is not necessarily
problematic," 8 but when such a model is taken "off the shelf' and
applied in litigation, it might support the results of an applied model
without the assumptions from the underlying theoretical model having
been accounted for." 9 Such models need not even have multiple
assumptions to be problematic; for example, some models are so
complex that a juror's common sense would not reveal how an
assumption is unrealistic.5 10
Because evaluation of models depends upon purpose and context,51'
these questions preclude a general, one-size-fits-all answer. They
nevertheless support the judge taking a greater role in evaluating
assumptions in models that have numerous questionable assumptions or
that incorporate complex theoretical models, either of which might
render the model useless when applied in litigation.512 The judge could
look outside of FRE 702 by admitting the expert testimony but then
evaluating it for sufficiency in a motion for summary judgment or
motion for judgment as a matter of law. 13 The judge therefore still
fulfills the underlying purpose of Daubert by attempting to keep
meritless testimony from the jury, though the analysis rests upon the
lenient standard of FRE 104(b), which limits the judge's examination to
whether a reasonable trier of fact could find the fact to be true.51 4 Several
methodologists refer to reasonableness, such as calling for application of
a "reasonableness filter" based on common sense when dealing with
theoretical models or noting how an arbitrary mix of assumptions makes
the model incongruous with the real world. 15
Plus, the reasonableness standard may not be so minimal when
applied to complex economic models with numerous questionable

507. Mkid, Assumptions, supra note 54, at 323.
508. See supra text accompanying notes 424-26.
509. See supra text accompanying notes 441-43.
510. See supra text accompanying notes 445-48.
511. Gibbard & Varian, supra note 22, at 667; Mki, supra note 52, at 239; Ng, supra note 55,
at 187.
512. KAMARCK, supranote 242, at 6; Ng, supra note 55, at 187; see Melitz, supra note 232, at
46, 52; Sugden, supra note 49, at 503-04.
513. FED. R. Civ. P. 50, 56; see supra text accompanying notes 137-42.
514. Blair & Hemdon, supra note 4, at 829; Faigman et al., supra note 130, at 1817; see FED.
R. EvtD. 104(b).

515. Mdiki, Aspects, supra note 53, at 314; Ng, supra note 55, at 187, 198; Pfleiderer, supra
note 55, at 3, 5-6, 32; Sugden, supra note 49, at 503-04.
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516 a fraud and contract suit
assumptions. Consider Schonfeld v. Hilliard,
related to plaintiffs' attempt to start a television network that used BBC
programming.' 17 The trial court declined to rule on the Daubert
challenge to one of Schonfeld's damages experts and instead granted
summary judgment for Hilliard.518 In affirming, the circuit court noted
the "seemingly endless list of assumptions upon which [the expert]
relied in determining lost profits" and his failure to account for market
risks.51 9 One assumption was that a new business entity would see
profits of $112 to $269 million despite introducing "a new product-the
'Americanized' version [of BBC international news]-into a new
market, the United States. 5 2' The alleged lost profits "'stemm[ed] from
the sale of untested programming to a hypothetical subscriber base, sold
to advertisers at a hypothetical price and supported by hypothetical
investors and carriers.""'52 In affirming the insufficiency of the expert
testimony, the court cited a New York state court opinion where the
court had rejected lost profit claims based on a "multitude of
assumptions" that require "conjecture and speculation. 5 22
The potential to rule on sufficiency should not open the door for
judges to avoid ruling on admissibility. After all, sometimes a finding of
unreliability under FRE 702 is straightforward, such as when other
evidence disconfirms an assumption that affects the results in a material
way. Other times, admitting the testimony for the jury to evaluate its
weight is straightforward; after all, all models are simplifications so that
omitted variables typically do not render the model invalid, many
questionable theoretical tractability assumptions are resolvable based
upon the knowledge we have about the world, and experts make
empirical tractability assumptions precisely because the jury needs to
determine what would have happened but for the defendant's wrongful
act. Accordingly, if the judge finds that the question is one of plausibility
that can be assessed with common sense, then she should admit the
expert testimony.

516. 218 F.3d 164 (2d Cir. 2000).
517. Id. at168-70.
518. Id.at 171 (citing Kenford Co. v. Cty. of Erie, 67 N.Y.2d 257, 261 (1986)).
519. Id.at173-74.
520. Id.at171, 173 (emphasis in original).
521. Id.at 173 (quoting Schonfeld v. Hilliard, 62 F. Supp. 2d 1062, 1079 (S.D.N.Y. 1999)).
522. Id.at 172-74 (citing Kenford Co., 67 N.Y.2d at 262). Another possibility is to base
admissibility upon FRE 403 rather than Daubert and FRE 702. See Three Crowns Ltd. P'ship v.
Salomon Bros., Inc., 906 F. Supp. 876, 893-94 (S.D.N.Y. 1995) (citing FED. R. EVID. 403)
(excluding the testimony of an economics expert that was based on numerous unsupported
assumptions about markets and trades because the testimony could "confuse and mislead a jury").
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VI. CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

The assumptions debate provides guidelines grounded in the theory
of economics methodology for courts to make admissibility decisions
about economics expert testimony supported by models that have
unrealistic assumptions. The terminology increases clarity and
understanding so that courts can make more sound decisions in declining
to admit models with unrealistic assumptions, in admitting the model for
the jury to evaluate the plausibility of the assumptions, or in evaluating
the assumptions for sufficiency.
All models have first-order assumptions that are unrealistic in some
way, so the presence of unrealistic assumptions should not result in
automatic exclusion of an economics expert;5 23 however, every secondorder assumption needs to be realistic in an appropriate way depending
on the purpose of the assumption, so courts should not default to
admitting the economics expert.5 24 All three second-order assumptions
explain the purpose for some first-order assumption, so the court can
require the expert to be specific about whether the purpose is
negligibility, applicability, or tractability. 2 5 If the expert offers no
specificity, then the court should decline to admit the expert testimony.
Further, if the evidence controverts any of the three types of secondorder assumptions in a material way, then the court can require the
expert to modify the assumption if possible or decline to admit the
expert testimony if not possible. If the evidence does not controvert the
second-order assumption, then the realisticness at issue is plausibility,
which is typically a question of weight for the jury.5 26 Where the model
depends upon a series of assumptions or a complex theoretical model,
however, then it might still go to the jury if realisticness can be resolved
via common sense. 27 If not, then the judge might look outside of FRE
5 28
702 and evaluate the model for sufficiency.

523.
524.
525.
526.
527.
528.

See supra Part V.
See supra Parts IV, V.
See supra Parts IV, V.
See supra Parts IV, V.
See supra Part V.
See supra Part V.
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